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H.R. Rep. No. 663, 24th Cong., 1st Sess. (1836)
24th CoNGREss, 
· 1st Session. 
[ Rep. No. 663. J Ho. oF REPs. 
LAND CLALMS,&c. U~DER 14th ARTICLE CHOCTAW TREATY. 
[To accompany bill H. R. N0. 622.] 
MAY 11, 1836. -I 
. Jir. BELL, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, made the following· 
REPORT: 
Th~> C nnrnitte'3 on Indi('J,n -~-~!Juirs, to w!~iciL were refr:rred the 'memoria ls 
of rertain Choctaw Indians, claiming reservations under the 14th arti-
cle of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, and the resolutions and other 
]JrocJerlings qf the Legislature of the State of Mississippi, together with 
tl&rJ m~morials of sundry citizens ofsaiclState, remonstrating against 
thtJ :.;ot~finnation of .-.·aid cla.ims, ha1;e had the ,·wme under consideration, 
and 17luka the following report: 
The sul>jcct sub'1littcd to the committee under the several orders of the 
Home, in relatiou to claims for resf'rvations under the 14th article o( th~ 
treaty nnde with the Choctaw Indians, at D.1.ncing Rabbit cri~ek, on the 
'27th ,·'3ptembcr, 1830, involves interests of considerable magnitude, both to 
the Government and to the [ndiu.n cl-aimants, and the committee have given 
1o it a correspoacleut v:tention._ -
The 14tll article of D1ncing R:tbbit creek is in the following wonb: 
"E.~cb Cil')Ctaw head of a family; being dcsirons to rem:~.in and bccom"Q 
a citi~3n of the United ~ tates, shall be perrnitt d to do so, by signifying his 
intcntio •1 to the agent within six months from the ratification of this tr-eaty, 
and he or she shalt thereupon be entitled to a reservation of one section of 
six hundred nnd forty acres of Land, to b0 bounded by sectional lines of 
survey; in like manner shall be entitled to h:a.lf that quantity for each 
unmarried child which is living with ihem, over ten years of age ; and a 
quarter s2ction to such child ilS ma.y be under ten years of age, to adjoin the 
l~cation of the parent. If they reside upon said lands, intending to becoma 
~ttizcns of the States, for five years after the ratification of this treaty, in 
that cu.sc a grant in fee simple shall issue ; srrid reservation shall include 
the present improvement of the head of the family, or a portion o£ it. Per-
sons who claim under this article shall not lose the privilege of a Choctaw 
citizen, but if they ever remove are not to be entitled to any portion of the 
Choctaw annuity." 
All the embarrassments which have a!'isen in the execution of this artic10 
of the treaty of D:mcing Rabbit creek, and the only question of any diffi.-
eulty now presented for the decision of Congress, will appear, upo11 a fult 
consideration of the subject, to have originated in the ne~lect of the agent, 
~ail & .Rrre"S; prinLel'i. 
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whose duty it was to receive and register .all applications for reservation$ 
under that article, and in the policy pursued by the Government of bring-
ing the lands in the (:hoctaw district into market before the number and. 
location, under this article of the treaty, were ascertained a,nd adjusted. 
There does not appear to be any room for doubt or cavil as to the 
constructwn of this article of the treaty: First, it is clear that no 
tion can be allowed to any head of a family who did not, in some form 
other, signify his intention to become a citizen of the State; and to take a 
reservation according to the provisions of this article, within six months 
irom the ratification of the treaty. Secondly, that every such claimant 
must be shown to have had in his possession or occupancy at the date of 
the treaty an improvement of some kind, a house or cabin, a field or en~ 
clDstue of some size. 'l'hirdly, that before a patent can issue to such clai-
mant, he or she must be shown to have continued to reside upon the land 
claimed during the term of five years from the date of the treaty, unless 
prevented by violence or the act of the Government. 
The treaty was ratified on the 24th day of February, 1831, and on the 
24th day of August following, the time limited for making declarations of 
an intention to take reservations under this article of the treaty expired. It 
. does not appear that the agent, William Ward, whose duty it was to receive 
and register these declarations, was advised of the ratification of the treatyr 
or that he received any instructions in relation to his duty under it; until a 
communication from the Department of War, bearing date the 21st of May, 
1831, reached him, at the Choctaw agency, wtdch would allow less than 
three n;10nths for those who desired to take reservations, under this article 
of the treaty, to signify their intention to do so to the agent. It does not 
appear that the agent received any instructions as to the manner in which 
he should execute his duty under this article of the treaty, except that he 
shonld be careful in keeping a register of the reservations under it, and that 
he should transmit a certified copy thereof for the information of the De-
partinent of War. The terms of the treaty were to be his only guide, an 
besides was left to his diseretion. No further step appears to have been 
taken by the Government in the execution of this article of the treaty, until 
the 26th of June, 1833, when George vV. Martin was appointed by the 
President to make the selections, and to locate all reservations under the 
15th aJJd 19th, as well as the 14th article of the trQaty. The locating agent 
was advised of his appointment, and received his instructions; on the 5th of 
August following. By the latter he was directed to apply to Col. Ward and 
Capt. vV m. Armstrong, at the old agency, for copies of the registers of each 
class of re-servations under the treaty, and to make them the guide of his con-
duct in assigning ~md making reservations. Upon application to these gentle-
men on the 11th of September, 1833, he was informed that he could not be 
furnished with perfect copies of the registers under either article of the treaty. 
He was, however, supplied with two lists, having the appearance of dupli-
cates, one of which waii certified by the agent, containing- the names of 
he<1ds of Choctaw families, who had signified their 'intention to become 
citizens, and to take reservations under the 14th article, but they did not cor-
respond. Col. Ward stated that he had transmitte~ the original register to 
the Department of War; that he had kept no o:fficwJ copy, and he would 
not answer for the aecuracy of the c:::~pies which he furnished ut that time. 
Captrin Armstrong, at the same time, informed him that these Jist~ were im-
perfect. The locating agent inimediatcly informed the Department of these 
' 
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facts, and requested copies of the registers transmitted to the Department. On 
the 8th day of September, the locating agent had received a letter from the 
Department of War, under date of the 8th of August, 1833, by which he 
was advised that the President had determined to offer the lands Geded by 
the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek for sale, on the third Monday (21st day) 
of October, following, and that it would be necessary that the locations of 
all the reservations provided for in the treaty, should be completed and 
entered in the proper land offices before that time. 'rhe region of country 
in which these locations were to be made, extended three hundred and fifty 
miles in one direction, and one hundred and fifty in the transverse direction, 
and the communications between the different sections of it at that time 
difficult and uncertain. rrhere were five distinct land offices, at each of 
which some portion of these locations were to be entered, viz: Chocchuma, 
Columbus,- Clinton, and Augusta in Mississippi, and Tuscaloosa, and Demo~ 
p::~lis in Alabama. These offices were situated at great distances from each 
other; and when it is recollected that the public sales were to commence 
within less than three months from th.e time at which the locating agent 
was advised of his appointment, and m less than two months of the time 
when he was notifittd that the lands were to be brought into market, it 
will appear that the agent could not have complied with the expectations of 
the Government in completing his duties under the several articles of the 
treaty granting locations, even if he had been furnished with the registers 
and other useful information. But it appears that the locating ~;tgent was. 
not furnished with maps or plats of survey of any of the districts or sec~ 
tions of the country within which it was made his duty to make the nu-
merous locations required by the treaty; and after having waited in vain for 
copies, from the General Land Office, w:hich had been promised him, he 
was again disappointed in his application to the office of the surveyor· 
general of the district, and to the several land offices in the same. Finally, 
l;e was informed that he was expected to make such use as he cou]d of the 
plats in the several Registers' offices, as his only resource in this respect. It 
also appears that no copies of any of the registers returned by Col. Ward 
to the vVar Department, were received by the locating agent until within 
three days before the commencement of the puhlic sales, and even then no 
copy was received of the register under the 14th article. On the 15th of 
September, the locating agent advised the Department fully of the difficulties 
which would under these circumstances. attend the execution of his duties, 
in so short a space of time; and he pointed out the great injustice and em-
barrassments W"hich would arise, if no other reservations should be with~ 
held from sale, than such as could be satisfactorily and finally ascertained 
and 1o~ated before the sales commenced. 
The locating agent, under these circumstu,nces, proceeded to locate the 
reservations of all such heads of families whose names appeared on the 
certitiecllist furnished by Col. \V ard, under the 14th article of the treaty, 
and also of those who produced separate certificates of Col. Ward, that 
they bad made the proper declaration in due time. All others who applied to 
have theirreservations located and reserved from sale, were informed that they 
conld not be allowed reservations, inasmuch as their names did not appear 
upon the register of the ::tgent. 'rhe lands of all other claimanis were, of 
course, sold in all thos8 sections o[ the country which were snrveyed and 
bronght into market at that time, subject, however, to the condition expressed 
in the proclamation offering said _lands for sale, that if any reservation 
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secured to any Indian by the treaty should be sold, such sale would not be 
confirmed. , 
It was soon ascertaiued that there were many who claimed reservations 
uuder the 14th article, whose nt~mes were not to be found upon either 0f the 
lists furnished Ly Col. Ward, and who bad no certificate of the 11ecessary 
declaration. lt was objected by some that Col. Ward had neglected to 
register their names, although they made the proper declaration in due time; 
others affirmed that their names had been registered, but that a part of the 
register, or the paper upon which their names had been taken down, was lost; 
and others alleged that he had refused to register their names when applied 
to for that pul'pose. 
'fhe complaints upon these grounds became so numerous, and the indi-
vidual applications to the Guvernment for relief increased in such,a degree, 
that on the 13th of October, 1834, the locating agent was instructed by the 
Department of Wa.r, under the direction of the President, to give public 
notice, that those Indians who considered themselves entitled to reserva-
tions under the 14th articl~ of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, and 
whose names were not upon the register of Col. VY"ard, should exhibit to 
the locating agent the evidence of their claims. These instructions further 
authorized the lt)Cating agent to make locations for all such heads of 
families, as should bring themselves within the provisions of the 14th 
article, and who should satisfy him by proof that their names were not 
registered by reason of the mistDke or neglect of the agent. In all cases in 
which the lands claimed had been sold, the locating agent was directed to 
designate lands of equal qnantity, and of as nearly equal value us practica-
ble, and all ref:.crvations locat0d under these instructjons, were directed to be 
reserved from :-:ale, and were only to become valid and absolute by the con-
firmation of Congress. 1'he locating agent was strictly enjoined to maka 
detailed reports, showing the names, standing, and credibility of the wit· 
nesses, ana all the fitcts and circumstances in each case, with copies of the 
paper,· presented by euch claimant, that their claims might be laid before 
Congress. The locations made under the instruclions of the 13th October, 
up to the 24th of December, 1834, with the accompanying evidence, weri 
submitted to Cor gress by the President, on the 9th of February; 1835, re-
ferred to the Committee on Indian Affairs in the Hoase of Representatives: 
and a bill was reported to the House, providing for a mo.re full and satisinc-
tory investigation. of the claims, but it was not fully acted upon. The 
loc ... ting agent was informed by letter from the Department of W nr, under 
date of the lith of March, 1835, of the failure of Congress to act upon tha 
claims \Vl1ich had been presented; and he wa~ fiuther directed to report tha 
locations he had made, and those he 111 ight make, under the instructions of 
the 13th of October: to the Department, that they might be laid before thi 
next (?resent) Congress. These instructions of the llth March, 1835, 
were accompanied with the assurance that the lands located should ~ 
reserved from sale nntit Congress should act upon them. The locating 
agent, it app(~ars, under these renewed instructions, proceeded to maki 
numerous additional locations. All the locatio11s ma<le under the instruc-
tions of the 10th of October, 1834, nnd of tho 11th of }}'larch, 1835, nnd 
which it is estimated amount to 615,686 acres, wjth the evidence upon 
which they are founded, arc now submitted to Congress, and the ques-
tion is, shall the whole or any part of them be conurmed? 
If the committee were satisfied of the justice of these claims they Yould 
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• hesitate to recommend their confirmation without further investigation~ 
unde all the circumstances attending them. rrhe great'number of them 
has caused general surprise, and created a strong suspicion in the pu hlic 
mind that they capnot be well founded. But a deeper feeling hn.s been 
excited in the State of Mississippi, by the interferences with the rights and 
expectations of the settlers, which a confirmation of these locatio11s would 
produce, and this consideration of individual interest, with the spirit of 
patriotism '\'hich revolts at the idea of a fraud so gross as the allowance 
of these claims would be, in the opinion of many~ has excited a ferment 
and dissatisfaction of a nature so intense that it would be proper to instit.ute 
a more rigid scrutiny into the origin and justice of these claims, for the sake 
of giving satisfaction to a community so large and respectable, if no other 
reason could be shown for such a course. 
The committee therefore ha vc not been disposed, if it had been practica-
ble, to investigate the evidence up.)n which each of these claims is founded, 
with a view to their immediate rejection or confirmation; they have pro-
ceeded in their examination rather with a view to ascertain if t ere existed 
any facts or circum-:tances of so conclusive a nature as to stamp t,1em 
manifestly with the ch<tracter of fraud and injnstice, and to justify their 
im·nediute rejection without further expense to the Government, aud with-
uutfurther sLrpense to all the parties concerned, on 'the one hand; or whether~ 
on the otlLr hand, there existed such plausible grounds of belief that ''these 
claims, or a great portion of them, are f~:mnded in right and justice," as to 
authorize the delay and expe11diture necessarily incident to the establish-
ment of any tribunal necessary and competent to make a thorough investi-· 
g.ttion into their merits. But there are other reasons which have appeared 
to the committee of sufficient weight to justifv this course. As the evidence · 
upon which these claims are fonnded is almost exclusively oral and person· I, 
and therefore deriving its chief weight and importance from the circumstances 
of the character and disintere::;tedness of witnesses, whatever plausibility 
111ay b2 given to any application from the statements and number of the 
witnesses, whether white m~n or Indians, the committee wonJd fed far less 
competent to decide upon such evidence when presented to them only on 
paper, than they would were the witnesses brought before them, and all 
those facilities for ascertaining character afforded them1 which wonld exist 
in the country or districts in which the claim~ originated. rrhe remaining 
arguments and fh.cts submitted in this report, will th~refvre be intended to 
s~stain and justify the recomm0ndation of a course conform::tble to these 
VleWS. 
The committee will first inquire whether there are any facts or circum-
stances in the origin of these claims, and the evidence by which they are 
attc:npted. to he supported, to justify their imi.nediate rejection. The cir-
cmn'>ta.nces which appear to have had the greatest effect upon the public 
mind against their validity, are .first, the fact that the elaimants were not 
regist8red within six months after the ratification of the treaty ; second~ 
the o-reat numbers of them ; third, the late period at which they have been 
bnught forward ; fourth, the circumstance, which is q nite notorious, that 
a few active and s<:v:racious white m .:m have been instrumental in causing 
these claims to be presented: that they hav8 acted as the agents of the 
Indians in all or nearly all the cn.ses, and that they are known to have 
existing contrctcts with the Indians, for one-half the lands secur~d by t"ilem; 
and lastly, that a great n.umber of Indian::; who emigrated to the west of 
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the Mississippi, h:lve been prevailed upon to return to the ceded country, 
and set up claims to reservations under this article of the treaty. 
1. The committee are of opinion that but little attention is due to the 
first general objection to the validity of these claims. The proof is clear 
and conclusive, that the late Choctaw agent, Col. Ward, at the time it was 
made his duty to receive the declarations, and keep a register of the names 
of the heads of such families as desired to become citizens of the State, and 
to take reservations under the 14th article of the treaty, was incompetent to 
the accurate and proper discharge of his duty. He was often capricious and 
arbitrary in his conduct in receiving declarations. In some instances he 
appears to have refused to place the names of Indians upon his register, 
because they did not make their applications at the agency where his office 
was usually kept; at other times he appears to have given certificates 
of declarations made at other places. In the instance of an entire band 
or company of applicants, the proof is very strong and satisfactory. 
that he declined registering their names, when their names and objects 
were stated to him symbolically, by bundles of sticks, according to the 
Indian custom: he is proved on that occasion to .. have taken their sticks 
into his hand and thrown them away, saying thattthere were too many of 
them, and they must go west. There are many circumstances stated in 
the proof before the committee, which show that all the agents in the em-
ployment of the Government in carrying this treaty with the Choctaws inro 
execution discouraged all applications for reservations under the 14th article, 
and Colonel vV ard 1s stated to have advised the removing ngents to threaten 
them with punishment if they did not emigrate. The following extract of 
a letter written by Colonel Ward to the War Department, on the 21st day 
of June, 1831, is full and decisive as to the credit that is due to the register 
transmitted to the Department, so far as it purports to contain the names 
of all the heads of famDies who signified their intention to take reserva-
tions under this article of the treaty ; and it also affords a strong presump-
tion that a considerable number of heads of familie5 besides those whose 
names appear upon the register, may justly claim reservations under 
this article of the treaty: "l will observe that there are many more who 
wish to stay five years than had been expected. There were upwards of 
two hundred persons, from one section of country, applied a few days 
since, at a great council neld near this place. I put them off, as I did 
believe they were advised to that course by designing men, who were 
always opposed to the treaty ·; and this I trust is the last effort they will be 
able to make to thwart tte views of Government." But there are still 
further proofs that but little credit can attaeh to the register kept by Colonel 
Ward of the applicants for reservations under the 14th article, as evidence ' 
of the whole number entitled. The time prescribed by the treaty within 
·which any head of a family could bring himself within the pr0visions of 
that article expired on the 24th day of August1 1831, and it was then the 
duty of the agent to have forwarded the register, or a copy of it, to the 
Department of Vvar, agreeably to his instructions. He does not appear to 
have transmitted it until sometime in 1832, and after repeated applicatiQns 
from the Department. The register then transmitted to the Department 
contained only sixty-nine heads of fi:1miJies. 'rhe certified list, afterwards 
furnished by Colonel Ward to the locating agent, contains the names of 
persons not found on the register in the Department of VVar, and the other 
list, furnished the locating agent at the same tit:pe, though not certified by 
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Colonel 'Vard, contains thfj names of some twenty persons who are not 
upon either of the other li§ts. Upon this point the following extracts from 
the examination of Colonel vV ard before a committee of the Legislature of 
.Mississippi is important: 
"Question 3. Did you refuse to register the application of any Indian 
claiming, under said treaty, when that application was made according to 
the treaty?" 
"Answer. I did not; I only refused to register such applications as 
these, viz: \Vhen one Indian applied for many; when one Indian proposed 
to apply for many I refused to permit him to do so; but when I thus 
refused I told such Indian that each one, must apply for himself; and when 
they did thus apply in their own proper persons I always permitted them to 
register. I bought a book in which I registered all applications, which I 
sent up to the vVar Office." 
" Question 4. Did you lose any part of the register?" 
"Answer. I think one leaf of the memorandum paper was lost in tak-
ing it round by M. Markee. This memorandum paper was not the regular 
register, but only a sheet of paper folded up, which was loose, and which 
was made at the trading house, and which I made only for the accommo-
dation of these men; and I did not consider myself bound to register any 
application which was not made at my office at the agency ; and these 
names (which were between three and six only in number) which I suppose 
were lost; were not made at my office at the Choctaw ag~ncy. These 
Indians, from three to six in 11umber, I thought might be entitled to claim, 
and I gave a certificate to Dr. John H. Hand that such was my belief." 
It is not undeserving of note, as a circumstance showing how little 
reliance is to be placed upon the official acts of the late Choctaw agent, 
that the register transmitted to the Department of War is not a bound 
.book, but merely a few sheets of common letter paper slightly fastened 
together. Here we also find an admission by the agent that he did not 
consider himself bound to register any application not made to him at the 
agency, and also that he refused to register the names of any applicants 
except such as made their applications in person. The treaty prescribes 
the conditions upon which the head of any Choctaw family should be 
entitled to a reservation under the 14th article_ 
The first is that he should signify to the agent his intention to remain 
and become a citizen of th-e State within six months from the ratification 
of the treaty. There is no stipulation that this intention shall he signified 
to the agent at any particular place, or in any other particular form or 
manner; not: is there any stipulation that any record or register shall be 
kept of the fact that such intention was signified or made known to the 
agent; or that the Indians who might thi.Qk proper to take reservations 
under this article of the treaty were to be subject to any other terms or con-
ditions besides those expressed in the treaty, whether prescribed hy the 
Government or at the discretion of the agent. That an accurate r~g1ster 
should he kept of all those who signified their intention to become citizens 
and take reservations, under this article ofthe treaty, was for the benefit of 
both parties to the tre:tty. It would have saved the Indian claimants und~r 
this article of the trc::tty the trouble of making any further proof of this 
fact, as well as secured the Government against the frauds of artful per-
sons; but the fact that the name of an Indian claiming ~ reservation under 
.this article of the treaty is not to be found upon the register kept by the 
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agent, would, under no circurr1stances, be conclusive against the right 
the claimant, and under the actual circumstances of the case it does not 
api_Jear to afford even a plau~ible presu.rnption . against the right of any~ 
clmmant. Jf the treaty had stipulated that a_'rcg1ster should be kept of all-
those who might declare their inten6on to take reservations under this. 
article, and the ngent of the Government had neglected his duty, or kept a 
false register, the Indians ought not to lose their reEervations on that 
account. It also seems to the committee that an Indian head of a family 
might signify his intentlon to the agent to remain <:md become a citizen or 
the Stnte) and take a reservation under the 14th article of the treaty, as well 
by letter addressed to the agent of the Government, or by his cnptnin, head-
man, or other customary agent, as in person; and that such intention, sig-
nified to the agent at any place and in any manner, whether by signs, 
symbols, or in the Indian language, or by written characters of any descrip--
tion, provided they were intelligible to the agent: would have been a 
compliance with this provision of the 14th article of the treaty. 
2. As to the argument that the number of these claims affords a presump-
tion that they are fraudulent, the committee are of opinion that this presum~ 
tion is not-so conclusive as to justify the rejection of the claims without fur-
ther inquiry, and they found the view they have taken of this objection upon 
the folloYv-ing facts and calculations. 1The census of the Choctaws: taken by 
the late MajDr F. W. Armstrong, :who wns in every respect a most faithful 
agent of the Government, soon after the ratification of the treaty, exhibits a 
population of 19:554 souls. Fr9m the nature of the country, the character 
of the people, an(l the detached and wild districts and settlements in which: 
the Indians resided, it cannot be supposed that this census was entirely full 
and accnrute. The presumption is, that there were saveral hundreds, to 
soy the least, who were not found by Major Armstnmg. But the nnmber 
of those who emigrated to the west of the Mississippi could be ascertained 
with greater certainty, as they went under the guidance of the agents of 
the Government, and were subsisted by it. By the report of Major Arm-
strong, it appears that the whole number of those who crossed the 1\fi.ssis-
sippi, were 15,000, leaving a balance of 4,554 still east of the Mississippi, 
and in the country ceded by the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek. rraking 
the census of Major Armstrong as the basis of the calculation: in crmput-
ing the number of families in ·a population of 4,554 Indians, to allow six 
soul::; to a family, would be a fair estimate amm-;g savages, and this would 
give 759 as the number of heads of 1amilies yet residing east of th8 Missis-
tiippi. Computing the number of families upon the supposition that each 
family, upon an average, consists of seven sonls, which would probably ex-
ceed the true proportion among any uncivilized race, the number of heads 
of families yet in the ceded territory, will be G50. The number of locations 
mildc by the locating agent, under the 14th article of the treaty, for tho~e 
heads of families whose names are to be found upon the register kept by 
Colonel Vf ard and others, who produced his certificates of registration, is 
52. The whole 11nmber of conditional locations made by Colonel Martin 
appears: by the evidence before the committee, to be 520, making, together: 
572 heads of families claiming reservations under the fourteenth article. It 
is tn1e that a proportion of the Indian families ·which now reside east of the 
Mississippi, were provided for by special reservations in said treaty; b n 
the number is not sutllcient to weaken materially the vie'v. presented of tht 
probable number of heads of families yet residing east of the Mississippe 
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This calculation is presented as by no means conclusive that there are as 
many heads of families as is above estimated, who m·ay justly claim reser-
vations under the fourteenth article. It must be borne in mind, that there 
arc other prerequisites cesides being the head of n. family required by the 
J•rovisions of the fourteenth article, before the claimant can be allowEd a 
re~ervation. In further corroboration of this view of the subject, the state-
ment of _Colonel Ward, Q.lrcady quoted, that at a con neil held by the Indians 
of a single section of the Choctaw country, in his neighborhood! there were 
200 he<tds of f[n.nilics who determined to make application for reservations 
under the fourteenth article, may be adverted to. 
3. The late period at which the greater number of these claims has been 
pn~~cnted, may, in the opinion of the committee, be suflicieritly acconB.ted 
for from the facts and circumstances nlrendy set forth in this report, and a 
few others, which will be here noticed. 'I'he very shol't time allowed for 
the adjustment of these claims before the commencement of tlie pu blie 
&'lles of the ceded country, in the fall of 1833, and the discou ragements and 
denial with which all applications were met by the. locating agent at that 
time, uot founded upon the registration or the names of the applicunts, pro-
bably caused many others to iorbenr to press their ch:tims. lt is in proof 
that an entire band, or company of l"~eads of families, who applied for re-
servntions under the fourteenth article, in the fan of] 833, alleging that their 
nam0S had been registered by Colonel vVard, when they were informed by 
the locating agent that their nt:nnes did not nppea.r upon his register, and 
that they would not be allowed reservations< actnally despaired of that ob-
ject, and most of them, in consequence of their disappointment,.removed 
west of the Mississippi. It may al~o be :;;tate_d under this head~ that the-
surveys were not completed in many small districts of the ceded country in 
l 833, and of course the Indians were not interrupted in their possessions 
by purchasers, nor made to feel the necessity of securing their lands until 
the year following. The first notice which the Indians had that those 
whose names were not upon the register would be permitted to make proof 
of their title to reservations, and have them located conditionally, "\vas on 
the 12th of November, 1834, when the locating agent receiv<?d the instruc-
tions of the 13th of October. 
4. The objection to these claims which has grown out of the fuct, that 
white men, and principally known specu lators in the public lnnds, have 
been the agents of the Indians in arranging and bringing forward the proofs 
of tbc title to reservations, and that they are understood to have stipulated 
for the enormous compensation of one half the lands which may be secured 
by their exertions, while it increases the probability that frauds have been 
practiced in the case of numerous indivjduals where the temptation was so 
great, and the cupidity of the agents so absorbing, yet it affords no decisive 
presumption that a large proportion of these claims are not well founded. 
Most of the Indians are grossly ·ignorant; and having once despaired of 
their claims, it is very provable that but few of them possessed the intelli-
~ence and energy to have asserted them if they hnd not been prompted and 
~1.:-:sisted by the interested activity of wilite men. Nor ought the interfe- · 
renee of these white men, or their lucrative expectations, to prejudice any 
claim which is otherwise well supported. It is the duty of Government,. 
while it does justice to the Indians, in allowing them reservations in all 
case.~ when they can bring themselves clearly within the provisions of the 
H.th article, to provide also that they shall not become the victims of their 
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.own improvidence, as far as the Government has the power to shield 
.And at all events, all contracts entered into befor~ the title is perfected 
patent should be regarded as wholly void. 
5. As to the last objection, that Indians have feturned from the west 
the Mississippi, and set up claims to reservations, the committee cannot 
from any evidence, that any such cases exist, except in the general 
tion of the fact in some of the memorials and remonstrances of the · 
of the State of Mississippi, which has been referred to them. 
The committee, after a full and careful consideration of the subject, 
unanimous in the 0pinion that the most safe and satisfactory plttn 
can be adopted for the examirmtion and adjustment of those claims, will 
' to institute a commission to take the evidence for and against them, in 
several land districts in which they originated. It would afford a 
degree of security to the public against imposition and fraud in the 
nation and decision of those claims, if William Armstrong, who assisted 
taking the census of the Choctaws in 1831, who is now the Choctaw 
west of the Mississippi, and who possesses a high character for 
and fidelity, should be a member of the commission; and that the o 
members of the commission should be selected from sections or States 
connected, as much as possible, with the interests and excitements 
have arisen out of those claims. The committee are also ae(:H.leOLy 
opinion that the decision of the commissioners should be final, 
recommend that such compensation be allowed as may enable the 
tive to secure the services of those whose tnlents and character for integrity 
shall afford a satisfactory guaranty of the fidelity with which they shall 
discharge their duty. Experience has demonstrated that, whenever the 
resp011sibility of deciding upon a mass of claims of this nature may, in 
any event, be devolved upon Congress, it will be done; and there are so 
many thousand claims for reservations already waiting the action of the 
Executive, under various Indian treaties, that the committee think it would 
be improper, and requiring what could not be reasonably performed, to pro-
vide that the President should review the proceedings of the commission 
which it is proposed to establish. 
The committee have had some difficulty in laying down the principles 
and in agreeing upon the details of the relief which should be granted in 
those cases, in which the lands reserved by the treaty have been sold, and 
are now in the possession of purchasers under the Government. These 
purchasers have, in many instances, made valuable improvements, and to 
deprive them of these possessions would be unjust, and productive of great 
discontent. On the other hand; the committee fully recognise the right of 
the Indian to the land which he can show he was in the possession of at 
the date of the treaty, and upon which he continued to reside until he was 
deprived of it by the purchaser under the Government. That the ri~hts 
and interests of both parties may be protected and secured as far as possi-
ble, without doing absolute injustice to them, the committee recommend 
that, in all such cases, the Government should offer to pay the Indian 
claimant for his reservation in money, at the rate of one dollar and. twenty-
five cents per acre; and if that shonld not be satisfactory, that other lands of 
equal value shall be sold, so as not to interfere with the rights of others. 
To protect the Indians against improvident contracts, the committee recom-
mend, in this class; of cases, th~t the title to be made to the Indian, should 
he so qualified as to prevent any sale or alienation, except at public auction. 
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T€sti'llwny of Colonel G. l'V. Martin. 
Ar.>RIL 18, 1836. 
Col. George W. Martin, being duly sworn, answers to the following in-
terrogatories : 
Interrogatory 1. State what directions you received from the 'Var De-
partment relative to the location of Indian reservations under the 14th ar-
tclc of the Choctaw treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, and your proceedings 
under the same? 
Answer. The instructions I received from the War Department relative 
to the location of Indian reservations under the 14th aiticle of the treaty, 
are contained in }Japers marked A, B, and C. A summary statement of my 
proceedings under these instructions will b~ found in papers marked D, E, 
and F. My first notice was the paper, G No. 1, followed by notice~ Nos. 2, 
3, aml 4. The publjcation of notice N0. 2 was continued in one of the 
public newspapers for several months from its date. No. 3 was also pub-
lished in the public newspapers, and No. 4 I caused to be p0~ted at the 
public land offices and other places. 
2. What number of heacl.s of families were returned by Colonel Ward 
to the War Department, as having given the · notice required by the treaty 
to entitle them to reservations? 
Answer. The answer to this will be found in document "Ko. 266 of the 
Senate documm-1ts, pages 186, '7, marked H, from which it appears that the 
number returned by Colonel vVard is 69 heads of families. 
3. What number appears on his register to have given such notice who 
·were not returned by him ? 
Answer. On the certified list handed me by Colonel Ward, there are 
three names which are not on the list returned to the Department. On the 
uncertified list which I received from Colonel Ward at the same time, there 
me 20 names not to be found on either the certified list handed to llie or on 
the list returned to the Department. This uncertified list, however, wants 
a number of names which are on both the certified lists. 
4. State when you came into possession of said register, and its present 
~ondition, and whether it is in the sam8 condition now as when you re-
ceived it? 
Answer. I received the register from Colonel Ward on the 11th of Sep-
temher, 1833. It contained two lists of claimant~ under the 14th article of 
the tre~ty, one of which was certified by him. The uncertified list con-
tained twenty names which were not on the certified list, and the certiiied 
list contained twenty-three names which were not on the uncertified li~t. 
The other names, about 50 in number, were the same on both lists. The 
name and numbers of their children also varied. These lists were each 
of them written on a sheet of letter paper, and fastened in the back part of 
the register of claimants under the other articles of thP- treaty. It is here 
produced in the same condition as when I received it. Fer a corroboration of 
this statement, I refer to two letters of Colonel Armstrong, marked I and J. 
5. What information did Colonel Ward give relating to said register, 
and what communication did you make to the War Department in conse-
quence thereof? 
Answer. Colonel Ward stated that he had sent the original register to the 
War Department. The lists referred to in the last interrogatory, marked 
K, ~o. 1 and 2, furnished t0 me by Colonel W arcl, I understood from him 
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were jmperfect, and that he would not vouch for their correctness, and 
taken no particular care of them. I got the impression that a part of 
register had been lost; but whether Colonel Ward stated it specJ.lHC(illV, 
not, I am unable to say. I think I received the impression from 
Ward and Armstrong. I refer to Colonel Armstrong's letters alluded to 
the last answer. · 
6. Do yon know to what extent the Indian claimants have · 
white persons in obtaining reservations for them? 
Answer. I did not .consider it as a part f)f my official duty, in 
evidence of these reservations, to inquire into the riature or extent of 
interest \vhich the agents for the Indians had in securing them, by c 
with the Indians. I never saw any contract of the kind; but it is the 
ral reputation of the country, that tile agents were to get one-half the 
which might be secured. I have heard this fact stated in the presence 
some of the agents, and it. was not denied. 
7. What number of heads of families, whose names were not Oll 
register, have presented Colonel Ward's certificates of notice? 
Answer. In order to give an intelligible answer to this question, it 
necessary to remark, that there are three different lists of claimants u 
the 14th article made out by Colonel Ward, one of which was certified 
returned to the War Oftice, and two were handed to me, one of which 
also certified. These lists contain generally the same names, alth 
there are a few names upon each whieh are not on either of the 
The following are the names of all who presented to me Col. Ward's 
fieates, and whose names are not on the list returned to theW ar Office, yjz 
'Villiam and Judy Turnbull on neither list, 
·william Simmons do. 
'James Oxberry do. 
John Homer do. 
Benjamin W. Garvin do. 
:Mary Johnson do. 
Sampson .Montcrief, on certified list handed to me, and on no other. 
Betsy Buckels, on uneertified list do. do. 
\Villiam 'rbompson, went west, no lund required. 
8. '\Vhat number have claimed locations whose names were not on said 
register, or who did not produce certificates? · 
Answer. 'rhere are 520 heads of families who have claimed locations 
who did not produeo certificates, and none of whose names will, I think, 
be found on either of Col. 'V ard's lists. 
9. What is the probable number of the Choctaws who have remained on 
this side the Mississippi sinee said treaty? · 
Answer. From the testimony which has been presented to me, in connec-
tion with other sonrees of information, I am induced to believe that th6' 
number of Choctaws who have remained on this side the Mississippi since 
the treaty, does not vary materially from 3,500, the' number set down in a. 
condensed report of Indian removals, in DoG. No. 2, of House of Repre-
sentatives, 1st sess. 2·1th Congress, page 29o, as the number of Choctaws 
east of the Mississippi. 'l..,his number is ascertained by subtracting the 
whole number of emigrants, after the completion of the removal, from th& 
number of the population taken before the removal. My own observation 
of these people while travelling through the eountry, the information I 
have derived from others, and the testimony produced before me in mr 
' 
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official capacity, induce me to believe, that the lllfmber of Choctaws who 
have remained and are still living in the district of country ceded by the 
late treaty, is at least equal to that above stated. 
10. What is the iitVerage number of Choctaws to the head of a family' 
Answer. 'raking the familie~ for whom locations have been made as 
the basis of a calculation, the number of Choctaws to each head of a fam-
ily wonld be about four: I think it a fair estimate to adopt that 1mmber. 
11. \\That number of the locations you have made, have been made to 
include the briginal improvements of the claimants at the date of the 
t.renty ~ 
Answer. I think that all the claimants whose names are upon Colonel 
'\Vard's lists, and all who produced certificates, except1 William Simmons, 
have be0n located upon the places they occupied at the time of the tr~aty. 
The improvements of Simmons, and most of those for whom lands were 
reserved nuder the instructions from the Department, were, accordi__ng to the 
testimony adduced, sold by Government previous to their applications, and 
other lauds were reserved from sale. · · 
l '2. Under whose. agency was the testimony in behalf of the claiman1s 
~nken? 
Answer. 'rhe testimony in behalf of the claimants was presented by a 
number of difierent persons acting as the agents of the Indians, most of 
whose names were set down: under tl>le head of o-eueral remarks upon my 
reJistcr of locations, opposite the names of the claimants, as wm appear 
by n. reterence to the copy of ~aid register before the committee. In many 
instances, these agents were accompanied by the claimants, or some of thei · 
captains or headmen, who were ex<nl)iued by rrie personally. 
t:t otatc the names of all the white persons who you know; or h~tvo 
rell!•on to believe, are interested in procuring such reservations, and your 
mwns uf such knowledge. 
Answer. 'Vith respect to the interest w 1ich white persoRs have in pro-
curing rcscrvation3, I know very little. rrhe applications for locations 
under the different articles of the treaty have generally, and I suppose in 
mo~t caRes n8c-.;ssar1ly, been made by white men, sometimes accompa11ietl 
by the claimants, and sometimes by· producing powers of attorney from tile 
ciainmnts. I have always endeavored to satisfy myself that the persons 
acting for the Indians were duly authorized by them, but have never in 
quircd how far they were interested in procuring reservations, or whetber 
1:hey were employed as agents; or were parties concerned. I do nol r::;col-
lect of ever having seen any contract between a white man and an Indian 
clairning tmdcr the 14th article; but I urn induced to believe that such 
ontrncts do e:A.ist. bv which white men are interested in the clnims of t1!6! 
lndia.t1s. My bcli~f is, however, foui1dcd more upoll genercll rumor, n,ncl the 
eotKhwt of tl1ese men in the troublesome and expensive m~nngement of this 
bnsines.;: than npon any declarations I have ever heard them make. I 
state t!1..: names of the following persons who have appeared befora me as 
the agents of the Indians, and who I am compelled, for the reLtsons j~;st 
itated, to believe have some interest in these claims, viz: F'. E. Plummer, 
\Viley Da.Yis, A. A. Halsey, James A. Girault, John B. Davis, E. l ... oyd,. 
Richard Barry) James Brown, Charles Fisher, John Johnston, sc:n. D. -w. 
Portis, G. D. Boyd,--- Bates, Thomas J. Crawford; John D. Boyd, J 
Whitsett, William M. Gwin, S. B. 1\'larsh, and E. Williams. 
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14. Have you now, or have you had, any interest directly or · 
in any claim for any reservation under the 14th article? 
Answer. In the month of September, 1832, eleven months before 
appointment as locating agent, I became interested in the claim of 
Oxberry, a Choctaw, claiming under the 14th article, who had the 
certificate of registration. My contract was a conditional one, 
upon Oxberry's ability to perfect his claim. This is the only 
the 14th article in which I have ever had an interest directly or 
and I have never obtained or received, either directly or indi 
interest in any claim under any article of the treaty since my apr>omttDI 
as locating agent, except a small interest in the special reservu.twn 
to John Donly, obtained some time after its location. 
15. Do you know whether any Uhoctaws have returned since 
emigration west of the Mississippi; and, if so, whether any attempts 
been made by them to procure reservations in violation of the 
Answer. I know certainly of but one head of a family, Captain 
Turnbull, who has returned; and his claim being a local reservation 
disposed of before his first removal. His brother, Robert Turnbull, 
a visit to the west at his own expense, but not having removed his 
soon returned, and is one of the claimants under the 14th article. 
seen a man named Nelson, who has recently returned from the west, 
he has not since his return presented any cla.im for land. This man 
one of a company of about eighty head£ of families who said that 
were registered by Colonel Ward under the 14th article of the 
app}ied to me soon after my appointment for reservations. Not 
their names upon Colonel Ward's lists, I informed them that they 
not obtain lands, advised them to go west, and notified Colonel .:..u.•u"'"vu 
thQ removing agent, of their situation. The most of these people 
accordingly taken west the last year of the removal, and I have 
heard that .. uy of them have returned, except Nelson just named. I 
also informed by General S. Cocke, in the :month of October, 1835, 
previous to the last sales at Columbus, that a man named Durant, who 
procured a location under th~ 14th article, had emigrated and 
from the west; and, in consequence of this information, I notified 
Cocke to produce the evidence of the fact before me at Columbus on 
1st day of November following, and gave him a notice addressed to 
to appear at the same time and place, (which notice the said Cocke un 
to serve,) that the claim of said Durant might be fully investigated, 
found fraudulent, that·the location granted might be raised and the 
rejected. No such evidence having been presented1 the locution remained 
as previously made. These are the only persons of whom I have ruty 
information respecting their return from the west. I have uhvays made It 
a. point of inqnil'y, upon the presentation of claims under the 14th article, 
whether the claimant had always, since the treaty, remained and continued 
to live in the country ceded. I did not consider myself authorized tore 
serve lnnds under the 14th artiele fOr any who had ever removed west. 
16. Have any of the emigrants to the west of the Mississippi att<;rnJ)ted. 
to procure reservations by agents, since their emigration, in violation 
treaty 7 ' . 
Answer. No emigrant to the west of the Mississippi has ever attempted 
person. or by au agent, to proc(ue rescrmtions at all under the 14th art" 
since their emigration, nor under any other article in violation of the treaty. 
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17. Do you know of the existence of any contracts between the Indians 
and the persons who acted· as their agents, by which the agents are to have 
the remainder or other half of the land, at $1 25 per acre, or at any other 
price? 
Answer. I do not know of any such contracts. 
18. State how many reservations you have located for claimants under 
the 19th article of the treaty? 
State also what number of reservations you have located for claimants 
under the 14th article, whose locations are considered fil'lal? 
State ;;tlso what number of reservations you have located under the 14th 
article, which are considered conditional, and subject to the confirmation 
of Congress, since your iippointment as locating agent? 
State also what number of ~pecial reservations you have located under 
the Choctaw treaty? 
State also whether you know of any grant of a reservation madbl by the 
treaty which has not been located,-and state the names of the reservee or 
re£ervees? 
Answer. I have located 343 reservations for claimants under the 19th 
article of the treaty, as appears from my returns to the War Office ; 52 re-
servations under the 14th article, which are considered final; 520 under 
the 14th article, which are conditional, and 58 special reservations. The 
number of reservees, under the 19th article of the treaty, exclusive of those 
specially named in the 1st. section, is limited to 1,600. It appears, how-
ever. from Col. Armstrong's return, that only about 739 reservations, in-
cluding the special ones, were allowed under this article. Of this number, 
288 were relinquished ta Government, leaving 451. to be located, of which 
343 have been located, leaving 108 yet unlocated. The whole number of 
claims in the supplement is 77, of which 60 have been located, leaving 17 
unlocated. The whole number of claims therefore, under the 19th article,. 
and the supplement of the treaty, still remi:Lining unlocated, are about 125~ 
The names 0f the reservees yet unprovided for, who claim under th~ 19th 
article, except those who are specially named in the 1st section, cannot7 
without an examination, which Wl!luld require a great deal of time and 
labor, be given. I am enabled; however, by a reference to documents in 
the War Office, to give the names of most of the reservees, undrr the 19th 
article specially named, as well as those named in the supplement, \vhose 
claims have not yet been located. They are as follows, viz: J. Garland, 
Jo-ho-ke-be tub-bee, and Eay-cha-ho-bia, under the 19th article; and the 
following named in the snppl~ment of the treaty, to wit: Allan Gates and 
wife, G. Nelson, J. Vaughn, Choc-le-ho-ma, Snsan Colbert, D. 1\lcCurtain, 
Oak-la-ho-ma, Polly Fil-le-cu they, Henry Groves, _ James D. Hamilton, 
~N. JnOZt'ln, Tobias Leflore, Jo. Doke. Chief Nutackachie, provided for un-
der the 15th article, is also unlocated. 
EL You have stated you received your appointment of locating agent 
on the 5th of An gust, 1833, and procured Col. Ward's lists of names under 
the 14th article on the 11th of September, 1833; state at \vhat time you 
commenced the location of claims under the 14th article,--what plrm yon 
adopted to give notice to the Indians of your authority to locate the1r re-
servations,- at what time the land sales took place,- -whether yo11 haY~ 
reason to believe that the Indians generally received the notice of )TOllr ap-
poin(ment as locating agent, in time to apply for a location of thei r lands1 
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before the same was offered at public sale~-and whether any portion 
the Indians, for whom yon have made conditional locations, applied to 
and claimed reservations, under the 14th article of the treaty, 
sales, or within any short time thereafter-and if so, s~ate what n 
applied as near as you can. 
Answer. As soon as possible, after obtaining Col. Ward;s lists of 
ants under the 14th article, on the 11th of September, 1833, I co 
1·eceiving applications for locations under the 14th article of the tr 
well as the other articles, and immediately caused 200 copies of the 
marked G. No. 1, to be printed, and to be distributed as speedily as 
throughout the Choctaw country. A few copies of this notice 
to each l&nd office. The land sales commenced on the 21st day of 
ber, 1833, and I am inclined to believe that most of the intelligent 
t..<tws had received the notice of my appointment in time to apply for 
locations before the commencement of the sales. Whether this notice 
sufficiently understood by the more ignorant people, in parts of the 
remote from the land offices, I am unable to say. Among the :first 
tions under the 14th article, were those of Charles Frazier, Joseph 
Rachel Davis, Coleman Cole, 1\lloses Perry, Moontubbe, for himself 
others, Samuel McGee, W e-shoc-she-homa, with several of his men, for 
self and his company, together with a number of others not now recollE~ctecl 
W e-shoc-she-homa, at the time of his application, informed me 
tains Cobb and Pickens, with their respective companies, were 
uudcr the s<.tme article: l was also informed about the same time, 
other sources, that Little Leader and Post-Oak, with th.eir companies, 
nho clainunt.' under this article. rrhc applications above mentioned 
all made previous to, and during the fi.r.st sales of the Choctaw lands, 
lnencing- as above stated. The applicants insisted before me, that they 
been registered by Col. vV ard under the 14th article of the treaty; 
finding none of their names upon Col. Ward's lists, except the two 
ar Captains Cobb and Pickens, I informed them that I could reserve 
Jand f()r any of tlwm, except the said Cobb and Pickens. Durin~ 
same time, Garret E. Nelson presented to me a list containing 
eighty names, which be said were the names of Choctaw heads of 
lies who been registered by Col. -vvard upon the application of 
.Nelson, as a friend and agent of said Indians, with a view, us I 
derstood, of aBccrtaining whether I would reserve lands for them. U 
examining thi~~ p::~.per, and comparing it with Colonel vVard's 
disrovered that not one name npon the list presented by Nelson was 
found upon C~ol. 'V ard's list. I therefore told him that none of the 
:vhose nnmes he had produced, could get land, and advised them, as 
have stated in my answer to n former interrogatory, to go west, which 
of them accordi11~·ly did. vVith respect to many of these applicants, I 
s..t.tis.fi.cd. by testimony which they produced that they had been duly 
lered, l Jilt taking Col. \Vanl's lists as my guide, I could take no 
notic,3 of their applications than to inform the Department of their 
-p!airitg1 and request that a register of the 14th article claimants, 
1 had not vet received from the \'far Office, should be forwarded to 
immmed.iatel y, as will be perceived by a reference to my letter of 8th 
vember, 1833, marked L. 
The intelligence with respect to the number of names upon Col. W 
lists., copies of which lists were furnished to the different land otfic&.\ 
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my course in relation to locations under the 14th article, was circulated 
t.hrough the country, and I do not recollect that any more applications 
under the 14th article, except by those whose names were on Col. Ward's 
lists, were made until after the receipt of the instructions from the Depart· 
ment of October 13, 1834, directing conditional reservations. It is proba-
ble that the claimants for locations under this article, had desisted from 
making any further applications to me, on account of the failure of those 
who applied, and the reports which were circulated in consequence. 
20. Do you know whether the Indians mentioned on your list of 
conditional locations, asserted claims to reservations under the 14th arti-
cle, from the date of the treaty, and if so, why their locations were not 
made before 1835? 
Answer. I did not commence my residence in the Choctaw country 
until about two years after the treaty, al:'ld of course am not from my o 
knowledge able to say whether the Indirms mentioned in the list of condi-
tional locations, asserted their claims from the date of the treaty or not. 
From the time, however, that my official duties brought me in contact with 
these Indians I have always understood that the facts were notorious i 
certain neighborhoods, that the Indians residing in those districts, and who 
are included in the number of those in the list of conditional locations, en-
deavored, upon the execution of the treaty to avail themselves of the bene-
fits of the 14th article, and had uniformly ever since asserted their claims 
to land under that article. In answering the latter p~ut of this interroga-
tory, "why these Indians did not apply for locations before 1835?'' I must 
refer to the answer of the preceding interrogatory, which accounts for their 
not pr(Jcuring locations before the receipt of the instructions of October 
13, 1834. These instructions were received by me the 12th November, 
1834, and I gave notice to those interested by posting at Chocchuma, an 
notifying the Registers at the other offices to do the same as soon practi-
cable. See my letter marked M. The applications were commenced and 
contmued from that time on ward through 1835, and in all applications 
for other lands than those occupied at the time of the treaty, I required 
evidence of the sale by Govtrnment of the original improvements. The 
reason why most of the applications were not made before 1835, I presume 
may he, that the Indians did not become acquainted with the purport of 
the :;>.bove notice in time to have the lands they claimed reserved before 
the sale which commenced December 8, 1834, nor, considering the time it 
w,mld necessarily take to circulate intelligence through an extensive H11d 
wilderness country, 350 miles long and 150 miles wide, so as to convey it 
to the understanding of an ignorant and scattered population, and the 
additional time which would be required to prepare the necessary testimony 
to sustain their applications, and hav.e the lands reserved at five different Jan 
offices, could it be expected that these applications should have been made 
for some time after the sales. 
21. Have you in any instance refused the application of any Indian 
to locate land for him? and if so, state the numher refused as near as 
you can. 
Answer. In answering this question I must again refer to the answer of 
a previous interrogatory. The rt:1le upon which I acted previous to the 
intructions of October 13, 1834, was to reject the application of every 
claimant whose name was not to be found upon Col. Armstrong's register 
furnished to me by the Department, or upon the certified lists of Colonel 
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'\Vard and his certificates of c1aimants under the 14th article. As to 
number of applications refused I cannot from my recollectiot1 speak 
_certainty: under the 19th article, very few applied whose names w 
on the register. The applications rejected umJer the 14th article, 
been spoken of in a previous answer. 
21. Are there now remaining in the country ceded by the treaty 
Dancing- Rabbit, any Indians who claim reservations under any 
sion of""' the treaty1 who have not received u location, either cond1 
or otherwise? and if there be any, state the probable number, and the 
cle of the treaty under which they claimed. 
Answer. I know of no Indians now remaining in the country ceded 
the late treaty, who claim reservations under any other provision of 
treaty except the 14th article; and how many there are of this class 
have not received locations, I am unable to say; but from the testi 
presented to me, and other sources of information, I am induced to 
there are about two hundred heads of families, including those heads 
families who have. made application for reservations, but ~which were 
. allowed by me. 
22. Were· you acquainted with Colonel Ward during the years 1 
1832, and 1833; and if so, what were his habits and qualifications 
business? 
Answer. My acquaintence with Colonel W !lrd commenced in 
during which year I had occasion to call upon him twice only; I 
therefore, speak :fully of his habits and qualifications for business 
personal knowle~ge. From what I observed: however, of such of his 
cial acts as came under my notice, and what I have learned from the 
mony adduced to me, and "the information of others, respecting his 
ter and official conduct, I must believe that he was an extremely inten1peJrut& 
man, and, consequently, a very negligent officer. In corroboration 
opinion, I refer to the testimony of the following persons, viz: 
Lincecum, Grant Lincecum, Adam James, Reuben Grant, and J 
Clements, .John Whitsett, James Oxberry, and GeorgeS. Ganes, in 
marked N, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
23. "\'Vho selected the locations you made: the agent of the claimants 
yourself] 
Answer. The agents or representatives of the Indians, in general, 
nated the land they wished to be reserved, in their written applications. 
some cases, this was not done, and the locations are not made. I .,.£,_-.. , ... ""'' 
proof of the quality of the lands sold, with a view to locate lands 
value; but of the value of the lands located, I could not judge myself, 
cept by referring to the field notes of the s'urveyor. 
24. Were any persons whom you have named as agents for the 
taw claimants, witnesses in support of any claims? 
Answer. I have no recollection that any of those agents were w1·1 :ne~;s~~~ 
except in some cases where certificates were given as to the credibility 
other witnesses. But I cannot be positive without an examination of the 
evidence in the several cases. 
25. Have any Chickasaw Indians claimed reservations, as Choctaws, 
under the 14th article of the Choctaw treaty? 
Answer. Not to my knowledge. 
26. Have you made any locations under said article to any Choctaw 
of families who had no improvements at the date of said treaty 1 
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Answer. I made no locations in any case, unless I believed from the evi-
dence that there was such an improvement as wus required by the 14th 
article of the treaty. 
27. Have you knowledge or reason to believe, that two or more reserva-
tions have been claimed by, or made to, the same Indian, under different 
names, under said article ? 
Answer. I have no knowledge, nor any reason to believe, that the same 
individual has procured more than one location under different names. 
28. Have you, in any instance, changed locations, (under said article,) 
from the place where first laid, and placed them upon lands purchased by 
pre-emptors ? 
Answer. I have not. 
29. Did Colonel Ward, at any time, state to yon in what kind of book 
he made the original entry of the names of the Choctaw heads of families 
who gave notice under said 14th article? if so, state the same. 
Answer. I do not know that he ever did. Colonel Ward stated that he 
had sent the official register to the War Department, and retained the one 
given to me as a copy for his own use. 
30. Did said Ward state whether he had refused to enter applications 
not made by the applicant in person, or which was not made at the 
agency? 
Answer. He made no such statement to me. 
31. Do you know William and Henry Garvin? ano if so, state their 
character. 
Answer. I know both, but do not know enough of their character to speak 
of their truth and veracity. 
32. Has any agent of any applicant for a reservation under said four-
teenth article, or any other person on behalf of himself or such agent, or 
applieant, at any time directly or indirectly, proposed to give to you any 
money, or other thing of value, or any interest, present or future, in any 
of such reservations or in other lands, or atJy benefit or emolument what-
ever, to induce you to do', or forbear to do, any act in the execution, or 
under color of the execution, of your duty as locating agent under said 
fourteenth article? if so, state the same. 
Answer. No such offer has ever been made to me by any person, either 
directly or indirectly. • 
33. Were the following persons, or any of them, witnesses in support 
of any of the claimants? 
Benj. A. McKclven, John Carter, Daniel Green, Lewis Whitsett, J. Gar-
rotts, Hugh McDonald, Wm. Herbert, D. W. Wright, A. F. Young, D. H. 
Morgan, Lemuel U. (N.) Hatch, Rollin Williams, Henry L. Bennett, F. M. 
Tucker, Armstrong Hodge, W m. Humphreys, Richard Evans, Briscoe 
Bennett, Samuel Garland,-- Holsey . . 
Answer. I do not find, upon the examination of my papers, that any of 
the persons mentioned in this interrogatory were witnesses: except John 
Carter and Hugh McDonald, nor do I believe that any of the others wer.e. 
~4. 'Vere any of the persons whom you have named in the answer to 
the thirteenth intermgatory, as being agents of the Choctaw claimants, 
witnesses in support of any of the claims? 
Answer. I recollect none, except Mr. Whitsett, who has certified to the 
credibility of one of the witnesses. 
35. Did you appoint commissioners to meet at the house of Little Leader, 
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in 1835; and if so, what instructions did you give them, and what 
the proceedings and report of said commissioners ? 
Answer. I did appoint such commissioners. My instructions to 
are contvined in the commission here produced, marked 0. And the 
ceedings under it in the report of the said commissioners, marked P. 
Paper~ referred to by Colonel .Jlartut. 
A. 
DEP ARTMEN'I' OF WAR, 
June 26, 1833. 
SIR: You are hereby appointed to make the selections of the locations 
of the tracts of land granted to the Choctaws by the 14th, 15th, and 
articles of the treaty of September 27, 1830, concluded at Dancing R 
creek. Your compensation will be five dollars per day, to include services 
and expenses, while engaged in this duty. And you are authorized to 
employ an interpreter, if one attached to the agency cannot be detailed to 
attend you, and to allmv him two dollars and a half per day, in fnll for 
his expenses and services. These claims will be paid upon accounts, certi-
fied by both yourself and the interpreter. 'rhe Department is informed, 
that plats of the surveys of one hundred and twelve townships have been 
received at the General Land Office. and that the exterior lines of one 
hundred and seventy-six townships have been nm, the sectioning of a ma-
jority of which is in progress. Copies of the plats received here will be for-
warded for you from the Land Office, to the care of General Coffee. You 
will please to apprize the Department of your address, that copies of the 
other plats may be sent to you direct. Upon application to Colonel Ward, 
or William Armstrong, Esq. at the old agency, you -\vill be furnished with 
copies of registers of the different classes of reservees in the three districts, 
and may obtain all the information yon will require in the fulfilment of 
this duty. These register5 are supposed to be complete, and you will be 
governed by them in the location and assignment of reservations in all 
cases, unless otherwise directed by this Department. The general provi-
sions of the treaty are, that the reservations shall be bounded by sectional 
or quarter sectional lines of survey, and include the improvements of the 
reservees. An exception to this rule occurs in the 15th article, and in the 
-first dause of the 19th, by which two of the four sections granted to the 
three chiefs and to Colonel Folsom, are to be located, "on unoccupied, un-
.... lmproved lands." You will consult the wis~es of these persons in locating 
r-· these sections, taking care not to interfere with the possessory rights of any 
other lndia11. The half sections and quarter sections allowed to heads of 
families, in the 14th article, for their children, will adjoin the location of the 
parents. 'l,he number of reservees provided for in the 3d and 4th clauses 
of the 19th article, is limited, and the extent of their respective reservations 
is proportioned to the number of acres in cultivation. You 'villlearn from 
the register the names of the persons entitled to lands under the s~veral 
d.asses. In locating the three quarter sections granted to those who shall 
have cultivated thirty acres or more, you will observe that the treaty pro-
vides they shall be " contiguous and adjoining." The reservations allowed 
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under these two clauses are also so to be located, as to include that part of 
the improvement which contains the dwelling house. If the contingencv 
should happen contemplated in the latter part of the fourth clause, that the 
number of reservees should exceed the number stipulated for, you will call 
upon one or more of the chiefs of the district to which they belong, to 
decide who shall be excluded. For instance, one half section is granted to 
the cultivators of from twenty to thirty acres, the number not to exceed 
four hundred. If there should be four hundred and fifty claimants, the 
chiefs are to decide 1lpon the fifty whose claims must be rejected. 'The 5th 
clause provides for the assignment to the captains whose cultivated posses~ 
sions may entitle them, under the previous clauses, to less than a section, 
of an additional half section. This half section must adjoin the tract 
which incJudes their improvements and dwelling-house. The registers 
also will show you the names and numhGr of the orphans entitled to reser-
vations. If any of the Choctaws have no improvements, or 1f the location 
of a tract would include the improvements of more than one of them, in 
that case you mnst exercise a sound discretion respecting the person to 
whom such tract shall be assigned. It is desirable that the pu.rties inte-
rested should decide for themselves, or agree to submit to the determination 
of their chief; but if they will dot do either, perhaps the b_est method will 
be to draw lots in their presence. It is also qesirable that the reservees of 
each district should be located together, and as near to each other as the 
preservation to each of them of his improvements will permit. You will 
establish such permanent marks upon each reservation, as will show its 
extent and boundaries. Yon will also open a new register, and enter upon 
it the names of the reservees, and the number of the sections, half sec-
tions, or quarter sections, as marked on the plats of suivey assigned to them 
respectively: the originals of this register you will leave with the sub-agent, 
William Armstrong, Esq.; a copy you w1ll forward to this Department. 
'rhe Departm2nt relies upon your zeal and exertions to exexcute every 
part of your duty under these instructions, in a manner ac-cordant with the 
obligations of the Government, and satisfactory to the Indians. 
I enclose a copy of the treaty. 
Very respectfully; 
GEoRGE W. MARTIN, Esq. 
(Care of General Coffee,) 
Florence, Alabmna. 
B. 
Your obedient servant, 
JOHN ROBB, 
Acti·ng Secretary of War. 
DEPA.RTl\iENT OF WAR, 
October 13, 1834. 
SrR: The applications that have from time to time been presented to 
this Department by persons claiming reservations under the 14th article of 
the Choctaw treaty, that the sale of the sections they claini. may be sus-
pended, have been submitted to the President, who has directed the follow-
ing instructions to be communicated to you : In the cases that have been 
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bronght to the notice of this D~partment, it bas appeared from the evidence 
exhibitc d, that the names of the claimants were registered, and the record 
has been lost; or that the record was mr de on s-eparate slips of parer that 
cannot now tc found; or that they applied verbally, and 'vere led by the 
agent, to l::elieve that this was a compliance with the treaty; or that their 
application to be registered was refu~Ed without :mfficient reawn. There 
has also been evidence exhibited to show that the agent certified that per. 
sons "caused their names to be registered whose 'names are not upon the 
register returned by him." In this state lof thi11gs, the President deems it 
to be his duty to modify the order that precluded you from locating sec-
tions for persons not upon this register, in order that the parties may have 
an opportunity to obtain the action of Congress upon their clain:s. You 
will, therefore, give public notice that penons who consider themselves 
entitled to reservations under the 14th article, and whose names are not 
upon the register of Col. Ward, will exhibit to you the evidence in support 
of their claims. This evidence must show that taey were ci6zens of the 
Choctaw nation, heads of families, and did signify their intention to be! 
come citizens within the time prescribed by the treaty. It must also show 
the time of their npplication to be registered, and ·the conversation, and 
circumstances relating to it. If they bring them!';elves within the requisi-
tion of the 14th article, and the evidence of credible and intelligent wit-
nesses induces you to belieye that the omission of their names on the 
register, was caused by the mistake or neglect ~f the agent, you will make 
locations for them in the manner pointed out in the instructions heretofore 
given to you. These locations, it must be understood, are contingent, and 
will be complete only in the event of their being confirmed by Congress. 
If the whole or a part of any reservations that may be claimed have been 
sold, you will designate upon the plats tracts of equal dimensions, and of 
as nearly equal value as practicable. The Register and Receiver of the 
proper la11d offices will be instructed to reserYe from sale the reservations 
yon may locate uniler this order, until the views of Congress are ascer-
·tained. The President specially directs that you transmit, in season for 
the action of Congress at its next session, detailed reports, showing the 
names, standing, and. c:redibility of the witnesses, and all the facts and cir-
cumstances in each case, with copies of the papers presented to you, and 
your communications to the land offices, upon this subject. The execu-
tion of these instructions will require your prompt and vigilant attention, 
that justice may be done to the Indians and the Govern~ent. 
I am, sir, 
Very respectfully, 
Col. GEo. W. MARTIN, 
Columbus, JY[ississippi. 
Your obedient servant, 
MAHLON DICKERSON, 
Acting Secretary of Jt' ar. 
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DEPARTMENT OF VVAR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
J.llarch .11, 1835. 
SrR: The reports of locations transmitted by you to this office in com-
pliance with the instructions of the 13th October, 1834, were submitted to 
Congress by the President, but no definitive legislative action was had upon 
them. In the opinion of this Department, nothing more can be done until 
the next session. The locations you have made, and those you may make 
under the iustructions above named, will be reported by you to the proper · 
land offices and to this Department, and the lands will be reserved from 
sale nntil the decision of Congress is known. You are requested to inform 
the claimants of the course contemplated. 
Very respectfully, 
Your humble servant, 




CHOCCHUMA, J.lfississippi, December 24, 1834. 
SrR: As per my instructions from the vVar Departm:mt, of the 13th of 
October lust, which c:1m3 to hand on the 12th of November, I herewith 
transmit a list of claimants under the 14th article of the troaty at Dancing 
R:tbbit creeki for the purpose that said claims and ac~ompanying testimony 
may be laid before Oongr ss. A register of the locations will be forwarded 
to the War Department, so soon as the lands are designated on the plats 
of survey, and a complete list can be procured and regnlarly m::tde out; all 
of said claim~ have been conditionally reserved for the final action of Con- · 
gress. 
I have the honor to be, 
Very respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, 
GEO. vV. MARTIN. 
The hon. LEWIS 0Ass, Secretary of lVar. 
E. 
CHoccHUl\L-\.1 JJ!ississippi, December 29, 1834. 
SrR: I h:we the honor, in addition to the list of claims transmitted on 
the 24th instant, to the War Department, herewith to forward the follow-
ing testimony, in support of a number of Indian claimants therein em-
hi"tced. These Indians claim to be entitled to lands nuder the 14th arti-
cle of the treaty, having, as they allege, fully complied, on their part, with 
ull its reqni'5itions; notwithstanding their names do not appear on the 
ng-ent7s books. 'I'he 14th article provides that each Choctaw head of a 
family, being desirous to remain and become a citizen, shall. be permitted 
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to do so, by signifying his intention . to the agent within six months frOID 
the ratification of the treaty, and thereupon shall be entitled to receive 
tuin allowances of land, in manner as set forth in . the treaty. 
claimants allege that they did so sigBify their intentions, as requ· 
tl e treaty; and say if their names do not appear on the agent's 
)t is no fault of theirs, and consequently they ought not to be depri 
their just rights, by the neglect or default of the agent, or any body 
over whom they had no control. This being the nature of the claims set 
up by them, I have, in each case presented, inquired, .first, is this a case 
coming under the 14th article?" and next, "is there (in the language of the 
President's letter,) probable evidence of credible witnesses, of their rights 
under the provisions of said article ; and that their failure to obtain such 
I'E:servations has been caused by the mistakes <H neglect of the agent ap-
pointed to make a list of reservees?" . Wherever it has been satisfacton1y 
proved to me by indisputable testimony, that the claims under the 14th 
article, and that the failure to have their names registered was not their 
fault, but arose from the neglect, or mistakes of the agent, or other can~ 
not embraced in the _treaty, I have located their lands, and directed theRe-
gister to withhold them from sale, condi~ionally. 'The letter of the Presi-
dent directs, "that, in all cases, the locating agent will make special re-
ports of the names of the witnesses, and of the facts and circumstances sub-
tnitted to the War Department." 
In. obedience to these instructions, I have caused all the testimony offer-
ed to be taken in writing, under oath, and in due form of law. A list of 
the names of the witness~s is annexed to this report, and copies of the de-
. positions themselves are herewith transmitted, the originals being retained 
for the use of this office. The instructions require that I should report 
the facts and circumstances submitted to me. By a reference to the pa-
pers, it will be seen that the depositions establish the following facts, viz: 
1st. That within the time limited by the treaty for registration, on one oc-
casion a number of the Indians then living at Such:enatchie, and some of 
them living yet on the same, did actually go forward to the agent, then at 
the old factory, for this and other purpo~es: and did not only offer their 
names for registration, but their names were duly and formally entered down 
in a book opened for that purpose ; nevertheless, few, if any, of the names 
tT1en and at that place taken down; are now to be found in the agent's 
hook in my possession. The conclusion is inevitable, that the small book 
or sheet of paper on which their names were entered,. has been either Jo&t 
by the agent, or destroyed by those who might possibly wish the Indians 
to emigrate. It appears that a portion of these Indians have since gone 
away, while others remain on their lands, and now contend for their claims. 
2d. That there are instances \Vhere individuals went forward and had 
their names entered down on the book, and yet they were afterwards erased 
or blotted out by (possibly) those who had free access to the agent's book~ 
~d. It further appears, i.rom the testimony of several witnesses of unques-
tiOnable character, that m the month of June, 1831, a number of Indians 
attended at the council house, for the purpose of entering their names to 
become citizens and take lands. Being ignorant of the English Ian-. 
guage, they appointed one or two headmen, or leaders, to go forward for 
ther_n, and give in their names accordingly. As is customary among the 
Indians, they collected a parcel of small sticks, designating the number of 
them that w~shed to register. With these sticks in their hands, the spokes-
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man went up to the agent and gave them in, at the same time informing 
the agent, thro11gh the interpreter, that these sticks showed the lllH11ber 
they came forward to give in, and that they would give the name of each 
head of families, the number and ages of their children. It appears fur-
ther, that the agent took the sticks in his hand and threw them away, and 
directed the interpreter to tell the Indians that there were too many of 
them, and that they ought or must move over the Mississippi. Being thus 
repnlsed or turned off, it appears that many of these Indians abandoned 
their claims and have gone west, while some ofthem yet remain, and now 
assert their claims, under the foregoing signification of their intention to 
remain. 
I have &c. 
Hon. LEWIS CAss, Secretary of TVar. 
F. 
GEO. W. MAR'riN, 
Locating Agent. 
wASHINGTON CITY, ApTil 5, 1836. 
Sm: In compliance with an order from the Department, dated January 
2'2, 1836, requiring me "to report, without delay, the proceedings which 
have taken place" in the location of claims under the 14th articJe of the 
late Choctaw treaty, C:tn!!l "the reasons that have governed me," as locating 
agent, in making conditional reservations of land to satisfy said claims, I 
have the ·honor to present the following history of my proceedings, with 
the documents upon which, in accordance with my instructions, they are 
founded. It will be necessary, for the purpose of giving a connected view 
of these proceedings, to commence with my first instructions as locating 
agent for the Choctaws, and trace from thence the course l have since pur-
sued in relation to claims under the 14th article of the treaty. My first 
instructions, accompanying my appointment, bear date June 26, 1833, and 
were received by me the 5th day of August following. By these instruc-
tions, I ,, ... as directed to apply to Colonel Ward, or vVilliam Armstrong, Esq. 
at the old a6ency, for copies of registers of the different classes "of reser-
vces, and such other information as I might require in the fulfilment of my 
rlnties :·· and was advised "that copies of the plats of survey would be 
ft)rwarded to me from the Land Office." 
I immedin.tely visited the agency, made the requisition directed, upon 
Colonel \Yard and Ur. ArmstroNg, and was informed by them that perfect 
copies of the registers of reservees could not be furnished at that office, and · 
I was advised by Mr. Armstrong to apply to the Department for such regis-
ters. 'rhe only document or information obtained at that time from the 
office of the old agency, relative ·to the claimants under the 14th article, 
\\;as a register represented, both by Colonel Ward and Mr. Armstrong, as 
being mutilated and very imperfect, which contained two lists of claimants 
under tbc 1-1th article, having the general appearance of duplicates, with 
numerous discrepancies, and empracing together ninety-one names, ene of 
which lists was certified. I then applied to the Department for a correct 
regi~ter: which was furnished complete as to all the classes of claimants, 
except those under the 14th article, which were not contaiaed in it; and 
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no other register of these claimants has ever been received by n:lB, exce}t 
the. imperfect _one above allu~ed t~, although, urged by the numerous. conr 
plamts of cl:umants under th1s article, 1 frequently presented the subJect 
the Department. As the first public sale of Choctaw lands was to occur 
within less than two months after my obtaining from Colonel Ward t~ 
imperfect register above alluded ·to, and commenced three days after 1 
received the one 1i·om the Department, not containing the claimants under 
the 14th article, I felt authorized to reserve lands for all of the last men-
tioned claimants, whose names were on the certified list obtained from 
Colonel Ward, as well as for some others whose names were not on said 
list, but who presented to me certificates from Colonel Ward of their_regis-
tration. On the 12th of November, 1834, I received a communication 
from the Department, dated the 13th October preceding, instructing me "to 
make contingent locations for all such applicants under the 14th article of 
the treaty, whose names were not upon the register of Colonel Ward, as 
should produce evidence of credible and intelligent witnesses, inducing me 
to believe that the omission of their names on the register was caused by 
the mistake or neglect of the agent, and to report thereon in season for the 
action of the next Congress, that justice might be done to the Indians and 
the Government." Under these instructions, I made a number of locations 
upon the application of claimants, whose names, with the evidence in sup-
port of their claims, were transii)itted to the Department within the pre-
scribed time, and were submitted to the last Congress. In the month of 
April, 1835, I received another communication from the Department, dated 
the 11th March preceding, stating that "no definite ·legislative action was 
. had during the preceding Congress upon thE. locations submitted as atove 
1nentioned, and that in the opinion of the Department, nothing more could 
be done until the next session." In this communication, I am instructed to 
"report to the proper land offices, and to this Dep11rtment, the locations I 
had made, and those I might make under the formet instructions;" and 
am advised" that the lands would be reserved from sale until the decision 
of Congress should be known;" and am required" to inform the claimants 
of the course contemplated." From the tenor of this communication, in 
connection with my previous inBtructions, urging "my prompt and vigilant 
attention, that justice might be done to the Indians and the Government," 
and various other communications from time to time received from the. 
Department, directing me to make reservations fo~ individual claimants 
under the 14th article, whose testimony had been submitted to the Depart-
ment, and whose cases were, in all material respects, similar to those pre-
sented to me, I felt compelled to continue my notice to all claimants of this 
character to present their applications. An additional fact, showing the 
propriety of extending the time for receiving applications of this nature, is. 
that much testimony in support of a large class of claims since located, 
was presented to me and repoi'ted to the Department, but for want of time, 
. the individual applications for location could not be made so as to be em-
braced in that report. The locations made since my last report, are con-
tained in the document marked F, and the evidence in support of them, 
in documents marked A, B, C, D and E, and Congressional document No. 
138, herewith transmitted to the Department. In the prosecution of my 
duties as locating agent, especially those which pertained to the claims 
under the 14th article of the treaty, I have had many and serious difficul-
.. ties to encounter. The want of copies of the plats of survey which I was 
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assnred, before I entered upon those duties, should be furnished, but which 
were never received, and when applied for at some of the land offices, were 
peremptorily refused, has occasioned me much embarrassment. rrhe neces-
sity of making numerous reservations in the same district of country, 
without any maps upon which to mark them, has probably, in some instances, 
occasioned confl.ictmg loeatious. This, under the circmnstances of my 
situation at the time, could not completely be guarded against. I have also 
felt considerable embarrassment on account of the number of the claims, 
and the danger there might be that some of them would ultimately prove 
to have been st'tstained by false testimony. To guard against any attempt 
at fraud or imposition, I caused a notice to be inserted m the public news-
papers, at the commencement of my official duties, requesting all honest 
citizens who might know of any fraud or misrepresentation in procuring 
locations, to make such facts· known to me. Notices of a similar import, 
and for the Sffme object, were repeatedly published in the newspapers during 
the whole term of my official duties. Upon hearing any rumor of frand 
· in connection with these locations, I have invariably taken pains to search 
for the evidence, and in two instances felt myself authorized to institute a 
board of commissioners: one during the month of December last, to sit in 
Colnmbus: and near the same time, another to sit in the interior of the 
Choctaw country, to summon witnessess and procure testimony in relation 
to any frauds perpetrated or attempted, respecting these claims. ThG results 
of these commissions have already been communieated to the Department; 
no fraud having been detected. l do not pretend to say that frauds may 
not have been practised upon me, hut I do say, that upon the most cautious 
investigations, I have failed to discover any. I have endeavored faithfully 
to adhere to my instructions: to keep in viaw the principle enjoined upon 
me by the Department, c: to do equal justice to the Indians and the Govern-
ment;" and to proceed just so far as the evidence of credible and inteWgent 
witnesses, bearing npon the facts I was compelled by my instructions to 
act upon, necessarily led me, and no farther. I considered it my duty to 
inquire into the jnstice of the claims, agreeably to my instructions, and not 
into their number or the aggrerrate amount of land to be reserved for them. 
I cannot close this communication without stating my opinion, that under 
the present circumstanees of exeitement on the subject, there is no vvay in 
which justice can be done to the Indians, while the interests of the Govern-
ment may be completely· guarded, except by some provision constituting a 
board of commissioners, to sit at a conyenient point in the Choctaw coun-
try, for the purpose of receiving testimony, examining the facts, and deci-
ding upon the claims. 
All which is respectfully submitted. 
Hon. LEwis CAss, 
Secretary of War. 
I have the honor to be, 
Respectfully, yours, 
GEORGE ,V. MARTIN. 
[ Rep. No. 663. ] 
G-No. 1. 
To those who clai1n reservations under the treaty of Dancing 
e11eek. 
By a communication from the ""r ar Department, under date of July 
which was not received until the 5th of August last, I learned that I 
appointed to make the selections and locations of the reservations of 
granted to the Choctaws under, and by virtue of, the provisions of the 
of Dancing Rabbit creek, made and entered into on the 27th of Septeml~'l 
1830, between the United States of America and the Choctaw nation 
Indians. It was contemplated by the Department, before I proceeded 
the discharge of the duties required of me, that I should be furnished 
the plats of alJ the townships of land within that district of country 
by the treaty aforesaid, which have been surveyed, and also with copies 
the reo-ister of all persons entitled to land under the same. I have 
yet be~n furnished with any of the plats of survey, and with but· 
feet copies of the regi5ters. By a communication from the War 
ment, dated August 8, which I received on the 8th instant, I am i 
that the President of the United States has directed the lands ceded 
treaty aforesaid to be offered at public sale: to commence on the third 
day in October next, and that it is necessary for the reservations nl'A•nti•ld · 
for under the treaty to be located prior to the day of sale, and I am directed 
to proceed without delay to execute the duty required of me. My instruc-
tions seem to requi:..-e of me to go in person on the ground, and examine the 
improvement and lines of survey, corner posts, &c. of each local reserva-
tion claimed under the treaty: this I am unable to do before the day of 
sale. For the information of those interested, I have prescribed the follow-
ing rules and regulations, to be observed in presenting claims under the 
treaty, and in making locations which are as nearly in conformity with my 
instructions as the circumstances of the case will permit. I will open aa 
office in each land district within that tract of country ceded by the treaty 
aforesaid, for the purpose of receiving applications and registering the names 
of applicants for reservations as soon as practicable, and keep the same open 
until the day set apart for the commencement of the sales in each district. 
In the northwestern district the office will be opened at Elliot; in the north-
eastern district, at Columbus ; jn the Augusta district, at Augusta ; and in 
the Mount Salus district, at Clinton. 
The applicants must proceed to the place designated in their respective 
districts prior to the dt'Ly of sale, and adduce to the agent, or such person as 
may be appointed to represent him, satisfactory proof that he or she is en-
titled to a reservation of land under the treaty, designating the numbers of 
the reservation so claimed. The name of the reservee will then be regis-
tered, the number of the section, half section, quarter section, or other 
quantity, to which he may be entitled, marked on "the plat of survey, in the 
proper land office, and the land reserved from sale. The reservations 
granted to heads of families, under the fourteenth article of the treaty, to 
those who desire to remain five years, and become citizens, will be bounded 
hy sectional, half sectional, or quarter sectional lines of survey, and so 
located as to include the improvement of the head of the family at the time 
of the making of the treaty, or a portion of it. The half sections and quar-
ter sections allowed for their children, must adjoin the location of the 
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pareut. The reservations granted under the third and fourth clauses of 
the nineteenth article of the treaty, will also be bounded by sectional and 
quarter sectional Jines of survey, and so located as to include that part of 
the improvement which contained the dwelling house of the head of the 
family, at the time of the making of the treaty. When the dwelJing house 
of two or more persons entitled to reservations under this article, shall be 
included within the same section, half section, or quarter section, they will 
be so located as to take such legal subdivisions of adjacent sections as wm 
give to each reservee his claim in as square a form as practicable : thus, if 
different improvements are .so situated upon the same section, or subdivision 
of a section, as to allow the parties, by taking legal subdivisions, to retain 
that part of their respective improvements containing their dwelling houses, 
they will have to take such legal subdivisions, together with such adjacent 
lands, as may be necessary to give the required shape and contents to their 
claims. If, however, two or more reservees have settled upon and improved 
the smallest legal subdivision of a section, and thus rendered it impracti-
cable to make a division of the improvements by the selection of legal sub-
divisions, they will have to make an arrangement amoHg themselves as to 
the manner in which their reservations are to be located. If they cannot 
arrree among themselves, they will be permitted to cast lots for the same; 
a~d those who lose their improvements take the quantity to which they are 
entitled out of the adjacent lands. Where a reservation, based upon an 
actual improvement, falls .on a fraction, and that fraction is short of the 
number of acres to which the reservee is entitled. he will be allowed to 
make up the complement from the adjoining fra~tion, provided that the 
subdivision which may be located to complete the quantity, be so designated 
as to give an entire reserve a square form. If the contingency should 
happen contemplated in the latter part of the fourth clause of the nineteenth 
article, that the number of reservees should exceed the number provided for, 
the chief of the proper district will be called on to decide who shall be ex-
cluded. Captains entitled to less than a section, who claim an additional 
half section nuder the fifth clause of the nineteenth article, must locate the 
same on lands adjoining their improvements and dwelling honse. Those 
claiming local reservations granted to them by name in the treaty, or the 
supplement thereto, in designating the boundaries of their claims, will have 
to be gove1ned by the rules prescribe.I in the particular clause under which 
they claim. Those persons claiming floating reservations granted to them 
by name in the treaty or supplement, will be permitted to }ocate the same 
on any lands which were unoccupied and unimproved at the time of the 
making of the treaty, unless confined by the treaty to a particular district. 
In mal{ing the locations, they will be confined to sectional, half sectional, 
or quarter sectional lines of survey, and will not be permitted to cross sec-
tional, half sectional or quarter sectional lines. If they locate them on frac-
tional sections, they will be compelled to take such fi·action, if Jess than the 
complement, in full satisfaction of the whole quantity claimed under such 
floating reserve. In no case whatever can a floating claim be divided. Where 
application is made at the same time to locate two or more floating claims of 
equal size on the same tract ofland, the same course for the adjustment of the 
matter as is prescribed in case of conflicting claims under the third and fourth 
_ clauses of the 19th article, will be pursued as near as practicable, and all con-
flictions will be settled in the same manner. , Where application is made at 
the same time to locate two or more floating claim~ of different sizes, the 
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largest will have the preference : thus, a section will have precedence 
a half section, and a half section be preferred to a quarter section, &c. 
all cases the claim will be confined within the section lines of the 
run and marked by the surveyor of the Ui1ited Stntes, and will not be 
mitted to go into an adjoining section or fraction unless the quantity of 
or the terms of the treaty in which the grunt is made, requires or au1t11o:r1.14 
it to be done. I intend to examine, on the ground, after the 
several local reservations, if it should be deemed necessary to a final 
ment and settlement of the claim, before I return a register thereof to 
War Department, or adopt such other course as I may be instructed to 
sue in relation thereto. It is important that every claimant should, in 
son, or by his agent, attend promptly to his interest; and make his 
tion, particularly describing the land claimed within the time prescri 
order to exclude his land from sale. I have thus given explicitly my 
and the substance of the instructions to me, which I hope will be 
tory to all interested. If any addibonal information is desired in 
to any clause of the treaty, which I ha~c inadvertently omitted, I 
great pleasure in giving it on application. It is the intention of the 
dent, as well as the War Department, and the undersigned, in making 
locations of the several reservations granted under the treaty, to conform 
the letter and spirit of that instrument in every particular, and to 
the same, wherever well founded doubt shall arise, and any discretionary 
power is to be exercised, "favorably towards the Choctaws." 
GEO. W. MARTIN, 
Agent for locating Indian Reservati07ll. 
September 15, 1833. 
G-No. 2. 
To all those interested in reservations in the late · Choctaw purchase at 
Dan~ing Rabbit creek. "Let no white man .interfere with you in those 
locations; . receive no representatives from any one. Any conveyance 
made by the Indians are yet wholly void, and the President does not recog-
nise the right of a single person claiming lands in the Choctaw country 
under a deed or conveyance from any Indian. The representatives of the 
Indians themselves, you are at liberty to receive, and it is proper they 
should be received." I take the earliest opportunity to give publicity to the 
above extract, as part of my instructions from the War Department, for 
the information of those it may concern. 
GEO. W. MARTIN, 
Commissioner of Indian Claims. 
N. B.' The commissioner for locating Indian· reserves is desirous of 
any information relative to such claims, as may have been already located, 
nnd takes this occasion to request all honest citizens residing in the late 
purchase from the Choctaws, who may know of any fraud or misrepresen-
tation in procuring locations on lands, to which the claimants are not justly 1 
entitled under the treaty, to make such facts known to the commissioner. 
G. W.M. 
The editor of the Mississippian, at Jackson, will please publish this 
notice. November 19, 1833. 
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G-No. 3. 
'Ve are requested to give notice to all who are interested, that Col. G. 
W. Martin, the locating agent, under the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, 
will be in Columbus on the first Monday of November next: for the purpose 
of making a final location of the lands claimed by the Choctaws under 
t~aid treaty, when all proper testimony in favor of or against any location 
will be heard and detern1ined upon. October, 1835. 
G-No. 4. 
NOTICE. 
The undersigned, locating agent for registering and locating claims 
under the provisions of the treaty made with the Choctaw Indians at 
Dancing Rabbit creek, being desirous of any information touching a-ll or 
any said reservations, and more particularly the locations recently made, 
and are now making, under the late instructions from the War Department, 
directing me to make conditional reservations to Choctaw citizens, under 
the provisions of the 14th article of the treaty, and which are subject to the 
final action of Congress. It is expected that the information furnished, 
will consist of facts, not vague rumors ; that is, information of such cha-
racter as will justify the agent in taking the proper steps to corrrect errors 
or frauds, that may be attempted on the Government, by any applicant 
reservee, his agent or attorney. 
GEO. W. MARTIN, 
Land agent under the treaty at Dancing Rabbit creek. 
November 14., 1835. 
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H. 
REGISTER of Choctaw names, as entered ~y the a{fent previous 
the 24th of August, 1831, 'who ~wish lo b~come citizens, according to 
pro'vision of the late treaty ·in 1830. 
No. of ~o. of 
Dale of entries. Names of persons who children children 




April 18, 1831 





May -17, 1831 
Do. 
Do. 
May 20, 1831 

















Jmw 14, 1831 
June 1G, 1831 
Do. 
Do. 
June 18, 1833 
Do. 
June 21, 1831 
June '25, 1831 
Do. 
July 2, 1831 










July 18, 1831 
July ~6, 1831 
Aug. 3, 1831 
Aug. 13, 1831 
Do. 






















































Anne V. Lewellyn 













































































White man, Indian :vife. 
do. do. 
Indian, half breed. 
Woman, half breed. 
I:t;J.dian, halfbreed. 
White m~n, Indian wife. 
Woman, half breed. 
Indian, half breed. 
do. do. 
Whiteman, Indian wife. 
Indian, half breed. 
"Woman, half breed. 
White man, Indian wife 
Half breed. 
Indian woman. 











Indian, half breed. 
do. do. 
"Voman, half breed. 
do. 
White man, Indian wife. 
Indian. 
Indian, half breed. 
Woman, half breed. 
White man, Indian wife. 
l.N oman, half breed. 
do. 1 do. 
Man, do. 
• do. do. 
Indian. 
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H-REGIS1,ER-Continued. 
No. of I No. of 
Date of entries. Names of persons who children children General remarks.· 
wish to remain 5 years. under 101 over 10 
years. years. 
------------~-------------------
Aug. 23, 1831 I-I utah l 1 
Do. Eyatubbee 2 
Do. Hiatubbee 1 
Do. Onahambee 3 
Do. Ognahotonah !3 Indian woman. 
Do. Tusononsha 2 
Do. Onakastubbee - 3 Indian. 
Do. Lalahnia 3 2 
Do. J animtubbce 
Do. Noalemah 9 2 Indian woman. 
D0. Anolah 3 2 Do. do. 
Do. Is pia 3 2 Do. do. 
Do. Tuwatucha 3 :1 Do. rlo. 
Do. Na-,vahhona 2 3 
I do certify that the foregoing per_,o:ls did apply to me a..<; agent, to have their names reg~<>­
tered to remain fin years and beoome eitizen-,. of the State before the 24th ---, 1831. 
'\V. 'V ARD, U S. Agent. 
3 
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I. 
CHOCT.\.W AGENCY, September 11, 1833. 
SrR: I have just returned from the ]ower district, and .find here :Mr. 
Martin, the agent selected to locate the land claims under the late treaty 
with tl1e Choctaws. Mr. Martin has shown me his instructions, in which 
he is directed to apply to me and Col. Vi ard for a copy of the register of 
those entitled to land under the cn!tivation section. The register, in the 
possession of Col. \Vard, is in part €lestroyed. 1 acted as an agent in taking 
the census, and examining the fields in 1\Iushulatubl::ee district, which was 
returned to the War Office. Before i\Ir. Martin can act, he will have to 
be furnished with a copy of those entitled to land: as ':vill appear by the 
books returned by my brother, F'. W. Armstrong: and also a list of those 
who have relinquished their land to the Goverriment, on which payment, 
in part, was made west of Mississippi last winter. The books will show 
the locality of the land, and enable the agent to discharge his duty. The 
lands are advertised for sale, and knowing that not a moment is to be lost, 
I have taken the liberty of addressing you on the subject. 
Han. LEwrs CAss, 
Respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, 
WM. ARMSTRONG, 
Super't Choctaw removal. 
Secretary of War. 
J. 
CHocTAw AGENCY, September i4, 1833. 
Srn.: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 30th 
of August last, requesting me to act in valuing the improvements and other 
property belonging to the board of American missions within the Choctaw 
purchase. I will endeavor to perform thi~ duty as early as practicable, 
and report as directed. The several missionary stations are located in the 
three districts of the nation: at some distance apart. I shall, however, no-
tify l\:Ir. Kingsbury, who, I understand, is the agent for the board, and pro-
ceed immediately. I took the liberty of writing to the Secretary of War, 
by last mail, in reference to what would be proper to furnish Mr. Martin 
with, the agent for locating the land under the treaty. This I did, be-
cause: in ~Ir. Martin's instructions, he had been directed to call on me, 
with Col. Vvard, for a register, &c. I was one of the agents who took the 
census, and surveyed the .fields under the cultivation section in the Choc-
taw nation, \Vhich was returned by my brother, F. vV. Armstrong, to tl:e 
War Department. A copy of those who were entitled to land by cultiva-
tion, will have to be furnished Mr. Martin, which copy will show the 
locality and quantity of land; also a copy of those who relinquished their 
lands to the United States ; as also a copy of those who registered to re-
main five years, and become citizens. The register of those entitled to 
land: left by F. W. Armstrong with Col. vV ard, was left exposed, and, in-
deed, a leaf or two lost. Mr. Martin took it with him to Chocchurna, and, 
I presume, will act, as far as he can, until he receives other instructions. 
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Seeing the lands advertiSBd for sale, and the time so short for lVIr. l\Tartin 
to make return in, must be my apology for addressing- yon at all on the 
subject. The citizens of this State are deeply interested m the proper loca-
tion of those claims. I hope, however, I have been anticipated, and that 
the copies, as above, have been before this sent to ~Vfr. Martin. 
Respectfully, 
Your obedient servant, 
.WJH. ARMSTRONG, 
To ELBERT HERRING, Esq. 
Supel''t Choctaw removal. 
Commissioner, t]-c. Washington. 
• 
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K-No. 1. 
REGISTER of Choctaws as entered by the agent previo11.s to the 24th 
---, 1831, 'Who 'Wish to becorne citizens according to a provision of 
the treaty of 1830. 
Date of entry. 
April 18, 1831 
May 7,1831 



























































Names of person!> who wish 
res~rves by remaining five 
















































Lyman C. Collins 
Jack Toms -
Sophiah Pitchl) nn -
Noah vVall -
Suhannah Grayram -













































































White man, Indian wife. 
do. do. 
ito. d . 
do. do. 
do. do. 
Half blood Creek. 
Half blood Choctaw. 
do. do. 
Halfbreed woman. 
tlo. Indian man .. 
White man, Indian wif. 
Half breed -..roman. 
Half breed man. 
do. do. 
White man . 
Halfbreed man. 
Half breed woman. 
I 
White man, lndiau wik 






"\Vhitc man, h:dian wif:! .. 
Half brted woman. 
White man, Indian wifl. 
do. do. 
do. do .. 
do. do. 
do. do. 










White man, Indian wit. 
Half breed 11 oman. 
do. do. 
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K-No. I.-REGISTER-Continued . 
.. 
~ctl ~ 
Q.) .... vctl s-.ro ........ 
"'Q.l "Ctd 
Date of entry. Names of persons who wish 
~~ ]~ General remarks . ..C::o 
reserves by remaining five u ...... uo .......... ............ 
years and be citizens. OQ.l os-. "d 
·~ -~ z::l zo 
------~--~~--------
A~~· 23, 1831 John McGilvery - - 2 3 Half breed man, 
'' '' Gordon McGilvery - - 2 - do. do. 
'' '' 
,, 
Turner McGilvery - - 1 do. do. ,, (( '' Little Leader - - 2 3 Indian man. ,, 
'' '' Hotah - - - 1 1 do. do. ,, 
'' '' ~yatubbee - - - 2 do. do. -
'' '' (( iatubbee - - 1 - do. do. ,, ,, 
'' Onahambe - - - 3 1 do. do. ,, 
'' '' · Ogoahotonah - - 2 1 do. woman. ,, (( '' Tusonontha - - - 2 - do. do. ,, ,, 
'' Anokadubbee - - 3 do. man. 
'' '' II Salah rna - - - 3 2 do. do. 
'' 
,, C( Ianimtuhbee - - - - do. do. 
'' 
,, 
'' Noahtimah - - - 2 2 do. woman. ,, ,, 
'' A nola . - - 3 2 do. do. 
'' '' '' Ispia - - - - 3 2. do. do. 
'' '' '' 
l 
Funaytucha - - - 3 3 do. do. 
'' '' (( Nowahhonah - - 2 3 clo. do. 
I do certify that the names as registered by me were entered previous to 
the 24.th of August, 1831, to become citizens of the State. 
W. WARD, U. S. Ageht .. 
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K-No. 2. 
[Copy.] 
Reg-iste1·ed for five years. 
d vi r:: . 
OJ'-' Q)if.l 
... d r-6d "'CW 
:-;::;:.., -c; 
Date of entry. Names of persons who wish ..co ·~ ~ General remarks.· 
u- t::o 
Ieserve~, by remaining five <.-,'-< 'Q': years, and be citizens. 0~ Q) 
·r:: o> zP zo 
----- -------------- --------------------
June 21,1831 Ohoyo Tom - 4 3 Tombigba river. 
'' '' '' Charles Buckhanncn 2 do. do. ,, 
25, '' Nancy Johnson Chicasawhay ri,"er. .., 
'' 
,, 
'' Lewis Bryant o.) 2 do. · do . 
'' 27, John Countee 1 Yazoo ri•·er. 
'' 29, '' Sampson Moncrief - :l I Tombigbee river. ,, 
30, '' Henry Pebworth 4 2 do. do. 
Ja1y 5, '' John Jones, senior - 2 do. do. 
Jacob Daniels 4 do. do. 
Matthew Labrouse - do. do. 
·william HaU 4 3 do. do. 
Betsey Pinson 2 1 do. do. 
Yvilliam Litefoot 3 do. do. 
Antony Parris 3 do. do. 
Lewis Robertson 2 do. do. 
Lyman Collins do. do. 
(( 8, '' Henry T . Carr 2 Oknoxoby creek. 
(( 11, George Johnston 4 3 Chicasawhay river. 
'' 18, '' Tennessee Jones 3 Oknoxobk creek. 
Lewis Durant 1 Big Blac r river. 
Pier Durant - 2 4 do. do. 
James Karnes 4 4 do. -do. 
Rosease Durant 2 do. do. 
William Taylor(whiteman) 3 1 do. do. 
'' '' 
,, 
Joe Payton - - - 1 do. do. 
Fisher Durant do. do. 
Peggy Kearns do. do. 
'' 22, '' Jack Tom (colored man) 4 Tombigbay river. 
'' 26, 
,, 
Sophiah Pitchlynn - I 3 do. do. 
Jockalonah - 2 do. do. 
Aug. 4, Ennes Wade (white man) - 4 Yellobushah creek. 
SamuelA. Allen(whiteman) 1 do. do. 
II 17, Betsey Buckles 5 3 Tombigba river. 
'' 23, '' Hoolbatubbee 2 Leaf river. 
Hoshaleobba 3 2 do. do. 
Muckatonah - 1 2 do. do. 
Chaffatokechia Hashookwah creek. 
John McGilbray - 2 4 Tombigbay river. 
Gorden McGilbray 2 do. do. 
Turner McGilbray - 1 do. do. 
May 7, '' Jack Jinkins 3 Oknoxoby. 
Heartwell Hardway 3 4 Hashookwa creek. 
'' 17, '' Samael Cobb 5 5 Pearl river. 
James Pickins 6 3 do. do. 
John P1ckins 1 do. do. 
'' 23, 
,, 
Henry Garvin 1 Chicasawhay. 
George Murpha 4 1 do. 
'' 26, '' Patrick Riley 2 1 Yazoo river. 
'William Christy 4 4 Six towns. 
June 13, '' Alexander Brashears 6 3 Suckenacha creeh:. 
Robert Hancock 3 5 Tombig-bay river. 
Art her Kernay 2 do. do. 
Betsey Beams do. d0. 
Date of entry. 
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K-No. 2.-REGISTER-Continued. 
Names of persoas v1ho wish 
reserves, by remaining fiye 
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L. 
CoL u:l'mus, 1Vovember 8, 1833. 
SrR; I arrived here this morning at 8 o'clock, having left Chocchuma 
on Tuesday night, 5th instant, having closed the business in that district 
at present having, as I believe, located all claims as I believe justly entitled 
under th~ treaty, ... (when found on the register funished me as my guide, &c.) 
~xcept, perhaps; some floating claims, which possibly may be held up by. 
owner. I am happy to have it in my power to say that I believe I shall 
have the same success here, from the great number of claims already located 
in this district. 
I left Chocchuma on Tuesday, in the second week of the sale of the 
public lands. As I am extremely pres~ed with b\lsiness at this moment, I 
shall write to the Department agam, m a short time more fully, and afer 
progressing further with matters here. I am happy to say to you, I amin 
possession of the registers sent me from Washington. I received tmm 
on the LSth of October, by an express from this place. Your esteemed faror 
of the 27th of September, came to hand on the 18th of October, with regard 
to all of which I will write you more fully in a few days. 
lam, &c. 
GEO. \V. MARrriN. 
The hon. LEwis CAss, Washington. 
P. S. The registers I received from Washington are deficient, as regrrds 
the citizens or five yP-ars' claims, as I find no ~mch claims alluded to in my 
part of the said registers. These claims are under the 14th article of the 
treaty. If there is any such register, I should like to know it. There are 





November 14, 1834. 
DEAR SrR: I am in the receipt of instructions from the War Depart 
ment, dated the 13th October, to the following efl:ect: " Yon will, there 
iore, give public notice that persons who consider themselves entitled t' 
reservations under the 14th article, and whose names are not upon th 
register of Colonel Ward, will exhibit to you the evidence in support c' 
their claims. This evidence must show that they were citizens of th 
Choctaw nation, heads of families, and did signify their intention to b-
come citizens within the time prescribed by the treaty. It must also shcv 
the time of their application to be registered, and the conversation and c:-
cumstanees relating to it." "If they bring themselves within the requn-
tion of the 14th article, and the evidence of credible and intelligot 
witnesses induces you ·to believe that the omission of their names on te 
regis~er was caused by the mistake or neglect of the agent, you will mae 
locatwns for them in the manner pointed out in the instructions heretofre 
giyen to you. These locations, it must be understood, are contingent, nd 
will be complete only in the event of their being confirmed by Congr f:S. 
[ Rep. No. 668. ] 41, 
Now, sir, you will readily see the impossibility of my attending at aU 
the different-land offices prior to the day of sale, and I have already given 
notice to the claimants to apply at this place for the purpose of having 
them laid before Congress: and it would appear to me that all those who 
wnl come before you with their claims fully authenticated, under the rule 
laid down by the Department in the instructions of the 13th ultimo, these 
lands should be reserved from sale, and the claimants are required to pro-
duce their claims, with a description of the land, together with all the re-
quisites as set out with regard to the testimony, to me, at Chocchuma, at 
the earliest time practicable, that the same may be communicated by me 
to the proper Department for the consideration of the next Congress, and 
It is expected they will have their immediate attention, and presented here 
for examination. 
Respectfully, &c. 
GEO. vV. 1lARTIN. 
ltV ILLIA::.\1 HowsE, Esq. 
Register of the Land Office, Augusta, Miss. 
A similar letter to the above was transmitted to Major William Dow-
:ng, the register at Columbus. 
December 24, 1834. 
GEO. W. 1\IARTIN. 
N. No. 1. 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, Oke-tibbe-ha county: 
Gabriel Lincecum having been summoned before me, the subscribing-
justice of the peace, in and for the county and State aforesaid, to declare 
what he may know respecting the claims of certain Choctaw Indians,..-
nnder the 14th article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, after being 
duly sworn, deposeth and saith, as set forth in his answers to the following 
interrogatories, to wit : 
Question. Where did you live in the years 1830 and 1831 ? 
Answer. In the year 1830, I lived in the Choctaw nation, about one 
half mile east of the ngency, and in 1831, I moved to anothet place about 
one mile and half west of the agency, on the Robeson road, where I no\V 
reside. 
Question. Were you at Dancing Rabbit creek council ground when the 
treaty was made? If so, please to state 'fvhether the I11dians reluctantly 
made that treaty, and what induced those to consent to it who did 
consent '? 
Answer. I was there during the time, and was extremely anxious that 
the treaty should be made, and I know that mll,ny of the Choctaws were 
altogether opposed to making the treaty, and utterly opposed to removing 
west; from all I heard and witnessed, I am entirely confident that no treaty 
could have been made, but for the solemn assurances of the commissioners, 
made in public council, that all might stay and keep their homes w~1o did 
not wish to go, and the Indians distinctly understood that this was put 
down as a part of the treaty. 
Question. What settlements of Indians were most opposed to removing 1 
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Answer. There were many from every part of the nation who 
determined not to go, but I think the Indians living on Bogu 
the Mogalush-as, and those living on Sook-e-nntche, and on the 
waters of Pearl, Leaf and Chickasaw-hay were the most open in their 
sition to removing : it was a very common declaratiOn muong them, 
they would die before they would go west. 
Question. Did these Indians afterwards chaege their opinions and 
west, or are they yet here ? 
Answer. A great many of them were afterwards induced to rcmov 
but a considerable number of them yet remain, and claim their lands by 
the treaty. 
Q wstion. Did you, during the six months a1lowed for 
ever see any of these Indians who yet remain here, go forward to 
agent, and signify their wish or intention to stay and retuin lands? 
Answer. Yes, many of them: as stated in a former deposition, I, 
the representatives of some of these Indians go forward to the agent · 
a large bundle of sticks, as is thB Indian cnstom, and offer to register 
families thus represented, but the agent refu::;ed to receive them, and 
them away, saying, that there were too many of them, and that they 
sold their lands, aud must go west. I ha v0 also; on various occasions,. 
seen the agent obj.ect to register the names of Indians who went to him on 
purpose ; I have seen him .at other times register a good many names, nnd 
I have seen him put down names which afterwards conld not be found on 
the book. 
Question. Yon resided a nr;ar neighbor to the agent dnring this im-
portant period of his agency, will you state what were his habits of business 1 
Answer. I lived near the agency, as before stated, and was very often 
at the agent's house, where he did all his business, and must say that hiS 
habits 0f bnsiness were very loose and careless. He kept his book l}~ng 
on the table at all times, free to the inspection of all who wished to look 
into it. I have often seen persons take the register out of the room where 
it was deposired to other part5 of the house, and out into the yard, nnd 
inspect jt as much as they wished. I have seen it loaned out and taken 
off by persons. Several times the agent sent the book to my house by per-
sons who wjshed to find names in it, for me to examine, he himself not 
wishing to take the h·onble to do so. 
Question. Yon then often saw the register and looked over it, can yon 
form any opinion us to the number of IHtmes that were actually entered 
down? 
Answer. I cannot undertake to state what number of names were 
registered, as I never Imide any count, but I am certain there must have 
been several hundred at least: I know that I have frequently spent one or 
two hours in looking over it, before I could find some particular name 
that I was in search of. . 
Question. \Vhat were the habits of the agent, and of his deputy, 
Stephen \'f{ ard? 
Answer. The habits of both were very intemperate, to such a deg-ree 
indeed as totally to disqualify them for business. The agent himself~\'as 
ofteu absent from the agency during the six months allowed for reaistcrin2', 
and in his absence, Stephen \Yard had charge of the business.
0 
I hav';e 
often seen him so much intoxicated that he eould neither read nor write; 
I have seen the mail arrive when he would be too drunk to open it, and 
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lw would tell me to do it. I have often opened the mnil under these cir-
.cnmstances, and sometimes the driver would open it, and somctirnes one, 
and sonJetimes another. 
Question. VVere the agent and his deputy opposed to the Indians taking 
the fiYe yca.1·'s stay to become citizens? '--' 
Answer. Most certainly they were; ::md Colonel ,,-ard was so much so, 
that lie seriously advised the emigrating agents t0 'vhip such as did not 
wish to go, aud force them off. 
QuestiOn. 1V us David Fulsom often at the agency, and had he free ac-
cess to the register? , 
Answer. Yes: he lived near the agency, and '"'.'"as often there, and had 
just as free access to the book as Colonel vV ard himself. He was ''erv 
much opposed to nny of the lndjans staying, and I always suspected that 
he hnd some agency in destroying the register of names, though I have no 
ceftain knowledge of it. 
GABRIEL LINCECUM. 
Sworn to and snl~scribed before me, on the 30th November, 1835. 
VVILLIAl\'I CABANISS, .T. P. 
STATE OF 1\'IrssrssiPPr, Oke-tibbe-ha county: 
I, Chnrles Dibrell: c.lerk of probate in and for suid county, do certify 
that William Cabaniss is, and was, at the time of signing the above, an 
acting justice of the peace for said county, and duly conuui~sioned as such, 
and that due faith and credit is given to hi'3 official acts. 
Given under my har1d and seal of office, at office, the 30th day of No-
vember, 1835. 
CHARLES DIBRELL, Clerk. 
N-No. 2. 
STATE OF 1\iissrssiPPI, Lowndes county: 
Grant Lincecum being called on to state what he knows touching an 
application made to vVilliam Ward, late United Stutes agent, by certain 
Choctaw Indians, to have their names registered according to the 14th 
article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek: dcposeth and saith as follows, 
to wit: That he was present at the assembly of Indians, called at the 
council-house, ncar the agency, in June, 1831, for the purpose of distribut-
ing the annuity, and of affording- to an such Indians as did not wish to 
emigra.te, au opportunity of registering their names to become citizens and 
hold lands, as provided for under the 14th article of the treaty. He states 
that when the business of the day was opened, the agent directed the inter-
preter, Middleton McKee, to tell the Indians tllnt all who did not wish to 
emigrate had a right, by the treaty, to stay and hold lands; and that he was 
then ready to receive their names, and register them in his book; all of 
which the interpreter did make known to the Indians. This deponent 
further states, that after the business of the day had considerably advanced, 
and ·while he was standing near the agent's tuhle noticing- what was going 
on, he saw a parcel of Indians come up, with an Indian they calhid the 
.fied Post Oak, as their spoke~man, and one or two others as sort of leaders. 
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One of them had a bundle of sticks in his hand, which he gave in to 
agent, and told the interpreter to inform the agent that these sticks 
sented a number of Indians who were unwilling to go away, and 
wished to remain, become citizens, and hold their lands, and that th8f 
would give in the names of each head of a family, the nu~ber aud sizes 
their children. 
The interpreter explained all this to the agent, who took up the sticb 
and threw them away, and said there were teo many of them, and told the 
interpreter to tell them that they must move west of the Mississippi. 
Question. Did the interpreter tell the Indians what the agent said] 
Answer. Yes, he did, and it gave great dissatisfaction to them. Some of 
them . talked a good deal about it, and said it was not what the treaty 
promised them; they said they would never move away; that the treaty 
promised them that they might stay here and live on their lands if they ma 
not wish to move away. Some of them said they would die before they 
would go ; others said they would go home and live on their lands, for 
they had confidence that the Government would not drive them off. Them 
were some white men present, who advised the Indians to go home and stay 
on their lands, and told them that the Government would treat them 
honestly. 
Question. Do you understand the Choctaw language? 
Answer. Yes, I understand and speak it very well. I have lived in con-
stant intercourse with the Choctaws for the past twenty odd years. 
Question. Is it a common method for the Choctaws to give in aud enume-
rate by sticks in the manner you mentioneq? 
Answer. They always use sticks, or corn, or something of the sort, to-
count by; most commonly small sticks. 
Question. vVhat became of those Indians after they were repulsed in the 
n1anner you stated by the agent? 
Answer. They all went to their homes. After a time some of them be-
came discouraged, thinking they could get no lands, and concluded to 
move off to Arkansas. But others of them still stick to their homes, and say 
they never will move, hnt \Vill die first. The last time the emigra.tiug agent 
was collecting a company to go, one of the sub-agents went among the In-
dians to get them to go. Finding that persuasions would not do, he used 
all kinds of threats, and told them if they did not go, the soldiers would 
soon come with their muskets and drive them off. About that time I 
passed through one of their little settlements, and found, in some places, 
the women and children had left their houses and fled into the woods and 
swamps to keep out of the way of the soldiers. They were told that the 
soldiers were coming with guns and bayonets to drive them off. I told 
them it was all false, and quieted their fears as well as I conld, and theyre-
urned to their houses. They have since lived on their lands, except in 
some cases where white settlers would drive them off and take possession 
of their houses and lands; and those who occupied good land have gen-
erally met with this fnte. 'rhe coming on of the land sales has alarmed 
them, as they are told by the whites that their lands will now be sold. 
This has made them employ counsel, and apply to the Government for re. 
lief and aid. 
Question. Have any of these Indians, to your knowledge, ever received 
any reservations, such as field or cultivation claims, for their improvements1 
Answer. No. I have frequently been among them, and I am very cer~ 
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ta.in that not one of those now applying to Congress ever received any 
reservations, or other benefits of the treaty. All they wanted was the.ir 
lands aml homes, and they say they wish to become citizen.s, and live under 
the white men's laws. 
Question. You say that the agent, in the morning when the business 
opened, gave notice that all who wished might come forward and register, 
and then, after a time, he refused to register the names offered. H~w do 
yon account for this conduct '? 
Answer. All who know the agent's habits can very easily account for it. 
In the morning he was sober, and in the evening he was drunk. 
Question. Was the agent in the habit of intemperance? 
Answer. Hundreds besides myself can answer that question in the af-
firmative. 
Question. Do you recollect of seeing Samuel McGee, in JYiay or June of 
the year 1831, at the agency give in his name, and did yon see the agent 
register it? 
Answer. Yes. I think it was in l'lay, 1831. I was with McGee at the 
agency, and saw him give in his name, and saw Colonel "\Vard enter it 
down; but I understood that his name was not aftenvards to be found, ar::d 
McGee's land was sold from him at the sales. It was first quality land. He 
has never yet got any land. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
GRANT I JNCECUM. 
THE STATE OF MrssrssrPPr, Lowndes county, ss. 
I, Adolphus G. Weir, notary public for the cemnty and:State, duly elected, 
commissioned, and qualified acco1:ding to law, residing in the town of Ce-
lumbus, in said county, do hereby certify that the within named Grant 
Lincecum: being summoned to appear and testify to the foregoincr deposi-
tion, this day personally appeared before me in said county, and, ~fter hav· 
ing been first duly sworn according to law, deposeth and saith, that the 
facts, as set forth in said deposition, are true, to the best of his knowledge 
and belief. lR testimony whereof, I, the said Adolphus G. Weir, notaiy 
public as aforesaid, have hereunto subscribed my hand, and affixed my no-
tarial seal, at my office, in the town of Columbus, in said county, the 8th 
December, 1834, and 58th year of A.mericau Independence. 
[ L. s.] ADOLPHUS G. liVEIR. 
I, George W. Martin, locating ng.:mt; do hereby certify that the fore,2;oing-
is a true and correct copy of the original deposition of Grant Lincecnn~ 
which is on fite in my office. 
GEO. vY. MARTIK. 
CncccHuM A, Decernber 29, 1E34. 
I am re:[o ·1ally acquainted with Gr&n t Lincecum, nnd b3lie\re lim to 
b3 a m1n of truth and intelligence. 
GEO. "\Y. !liARTIN. 
December 29, 1834.. 
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N-No. 3. 
STATE oF MisSISSIPPI, Lowndes county: 
Adam James being called upon to state what he knows respecting 
application of certain Choctmv Indians to Mr. \Vard, the late <l<:;;m.'t•·<•• 
register their names for citizenship and land under the 14th article of 
treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek: deposeth and saith, as set forth in 
answers to the following interrogatories, to wit: 
Question. Vv ere you present at the meeting of Indians held at the counL 
cH-house near the agency, in the spring of 1831, which was called for the: 
purpose of distributing the annuity, und of receiving names of such as 
wished to register for citizenship, and to hold their lnnd? 
Answer. Yes, I was present at the council or meeting. 
Question. Did you see any Indians offer to regi::;ter their 
refused by the agent, and their sticks thrO\vn away '! 
Answer. Yes I did. I was standing-, among others, close by where the 
agent was at his tnble, and saw a n"':lmher of Indians from the set1tlenlentt.i 
on the head waters of ·Pearl, Leaf, ahd Snckenatchie rivers, with Red 
Oak and some other leaders at their head, come up to register. Thef 
handed in a bundle of sticks, and said they wished to register the familis 
that these sticks stood for, and that they would give in the names nnd 
numbers and ages of the children; they said they would not move off, but 
wanted to stay here, and live on their lands. VVhen the interpreter, old 
:McKee, told this to the agent, he took the sticks, and flung them away, and 
said there were too many of these Indians, and that they must move away. 
Question. What became of the Indians after thifo( refusal on the part o( 
the ac:rent to take their names? 
An~wer. They retired very much hurt and dissatisfied, and said it was 
not what was promised them in the treaty: and by Major Eaton in his last 
talk at Dancing Rabbit creek. Old McKee, the interpreter, also said it was 
a violation of the treaty, and he did not like it, for the agent had made him, 
in the morning, tell the Indians that all had a right to register and stay 
here, and hold their lands, if they did not choose to move; and now w 
turn thr.m off in this way looked very bad, and the Indians might say he 
did not interpret right. 
Question. What became of the Indians? 
Ansv,rer. They said they would go home and stay on their lands, for 
they belonged to them. Some said the agent was drunk, and they did not 
believe the-Government would take their lands ii·om them; others said they 
would die rather than go to Arkansas. Since, however, a good many of 
them have bePn persuaded to go away, hut others still stick to their houses, 
and say they will never go ; they are now in hopes of getting their lands 
from Government, as all that have not moved away are trying to get their 
lands. 
Question. Have the whites intruded on the improvements of these In· 
dians'l 
Answer. Yes, they have, and in many cases t..1.ken their good lands from 
them, and pushed the Indians on the poor land. I understand that a great 
deal of the best land of the Indians, that was not sold at the first land sales, 
has been now taken by pre-emption rights. 
In answer to questions, he further states that Mr. Ward was very 
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often disqualified for business in consequence of drinking, and that he be-
lieves he was intoxicated at the time he threw the sticks away. 
He also states that Middleton McKee, the interpreter, has been dead these · 
two years. 
Question. What became of the ~ticlcs thut were thus th rown away by 
the agent? 
Answer. They were picked up by an Indian by the name of Hol-lo-tnbber 
who said he would keep them to show hereafter. 
Question. -~Vhere is Hol-lo-tubbe? 
Answ·er. He afterwards moved west of the Mississippi, and I hear that 
he is now dead. And further this deponent saith not. 
ADAM JAMES. 
THE STATE oF J.\llissrssrPPr, I~owndes county: 
I, Adolphus G. Weir, notary public for the county in the State aforesaid, 
do hereby certify, that the above named Adam James, being ..summoned to 
appear before me in said county, this day personally appeared before me in 
said county, and after having been duly sworn, deposeth and saith, that the 
facts, as stated in the foregoing deposition, are true to the best of his know-
ledge and belief. 
In testimony whereof, I, the said Adolphus G. Weir, notary public as afore-
said, have hereunto subscribed my name, and affixed my 
notari"tl, seal in the town of Columbus, this 9th day of 
[ L. s.] December, 1834, and fifty-eighth year of American Inde-
pendence. 
ADOLPHUS G. WEIR. 
I, George W. Martin, locating agent, do J.llereby certify, that the foregoing 
is a true and correct copy of the original deposition of Adam James, and. 
which is o-n file in my office. 
GEORGE Vv. MARTIN .. 
Chocclmma, December 29, 1834. 
N-No. 4. 
Tnc STATE OF MrssrssrPPr, Lowndes county: 
Vle, Reuben H. Grant and Jefferson Clements, having been called upon· 
to state what we know in relation to the conduct and capacity of Colonel 
·william Ward, late agent for the registration of certain Indians or Choc-
taws, under the fourteenth article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, 
for citizenship and land, state as follows, to wit: We have b2en frequently 
present when the Indians made application to the agent, Colonel Ward, to 
register themselves to take citizenship and receive land, under the provi--
sions of the fourteenth article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, and 
before the expiration of six months after the ratification of said treaty, and 
have known the agent, Col. Ward, to refuse and reject a good number of 
~pplicauts, saying, "that they might go west of the Mississippi river;" that 
Jt would be better for them. Being requested, we further state, that the· 
agent, Colonel Ward, was frequently incapable of attending to business:::, 
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Jrom intoxication; and, when not intoxicated, was so negligent and c 
that any persons who wished books and papers did pretty much 
pleased with them; and that said agent was much opposed to the 
.availing themselves of the advantages of the fourteenth article of the 
aforesaid. 
REUBEN H. GRAN'l\ 
JEFFERSON CLEMENTS. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, December 23, 1834. 
JOHN H. MORRIS, [sEAL.] 
.Justice of t!te Peace for said county. 
I, George W. Martin; locating agent, do hereby certify, that the foregoing 
is a true and correct copy of the original deposition of Reuben H. Grant 
and JeffC'rson Clements, on file in my office. 
GEORGE vV. MAR'l,IK 
Clwcchuma, December 29, 1834. 
I am personally acquainted with Reuben H. Grant 
Clements, and, from my own knowledge, believe them to 
credible, and honest men. 
GEORGE ,V. MARTH~. 
December 29, 1834. 
N-1\'o. 5. 
STATE oF MrssrssrPP I, Lowndes county: 
Before me, Wm. H. ''V alsh, a justice of the p~ace in and for the county 
aforesaid, John C. Whitsett of Sumter county, Alabama, personally came, 
and upon oath deposed and said, that some time in the month of October, 
or November, 183l,this affiant went to the Choctaw agency for the pur-
pose of examining the register of Choctaw claims. Soon after this affiant 
arrived at the agency aforesaid, a man rode up and said to Col. ·ward, the 
then United States agent, that some men who had stopped at Col. D. Ful-
som's (who lived about four miles from the agency,) wish to have the regis-
ter of Indian claims sent to them. C{)l. Ward: withou.t hesitation, delivered 
the register to the man, and it was carried off by him. 
At that moment this afiiant supposed the book sent was a copy. But 
soon afterwards this affiant wishing to transact his business with the agent 
inquired for the register of claims, and was informed that the book loaned 
out as aforesaid, was the book desired. vVhereupon this affiant suggested 
the impropr:ety of such a course to the agent, who said he would not lend 
it out in future, and promised to send for it. The book was returned the 
next day. 
JNO. C. "\VHITSETT. 
;')worn to, and subscribed before me, this 28th day of November, 183:). 
vVM. H. WALSH, J.P. [sEAL.] 
Further this affiant saith, that during several days which he spent at tlt 
.agency, he saw the register of claims exposed during the whole time to the 
.access of every one who might think proper to meddle witlrit; he remem-
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bers to have seen Col. Ward strike a name from the register with his pen, 
saying at the time he did it, the individual had applied to him to have his 
name registered, and had been refused by him the said agent ; that some 
person had inserted his name in his absence, and that he, the agent, was 
determined that the individual should not have land. Further this affiant 
saith, that so far as he saw and knew of the agent's manner of transacting 
the business of the Choctaw claims, it was extreiJlely loose, and greatly 
liable to afford error ai).d mistakes. 
JNO. C. \VHITSETT. 
Sworn to, and subscribed before me, this 29th November, 1835. 
W. H. \VALSH, J. P. (sEAL.) 
K-No. 6. 
ST.\.TE OF MI SS I SSIP P I, Hohnes County, ss. 
This day personally appeared before me, Robert L. vV alton, clerk of the 
circuit conl't in and for said county, James Oxberry, who being duly sworn, 
deposes and says, that some time in the month of July, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and thirty-one, and within six months after the 
ratification of the late Choctaw tr~aty, this deponent visited the office of the 
then resident a~e~1t for the Choctaw Indians in the State of Mississippi, 
(Col. "'William \Vard,) for the purpose of registering his name for the five 
year's st:ty or citizenship, under the 14th article of said _treaty, and that the 
name of this deponent was then duly reg·istered by said agent in a book 
which this depot1ent understood was kept-by said ageut for the purpose of 
registering the names of Choctaw citizens applying for the benefit of said 
treaty. And this deponent further saith, that the book in which the name 
of this deponent was registered, appeared to contain about s_ix quires of 
paper, larger than common siz0 foolscap paper, the back and stdes covered 
with le::tther, with a piece of leather of a diff0_reat color on the back, '-'rith 
letters on it, as this deponent believes; that this book contained the names 
of the following- persons with whom he was acquainted, to wit: 
John Perry, James Perry, Joseph Perry, Hardy Perry, Charles Frazier, 
l\'Iolly Frazier, Polly Frazier, Nan~y Frazier, Harry Frazier, Nelly Dyer, 
Lewis Perry, Garrett E. Nelson, George Nelson, Isaac Nel&')n, Eden Nel-
son, Blonnt Nelson, Solomon Nelson, lVIoon-tubba, Tish-o-pia, Shok-wa-
hubba, How-a-chubba, Halla, Ho-pac-ka-nubba, Sti-mo-na-noka, Ano-nan-
tubba or Aun-ta-tubba: Sbam-pi-lm, Im-ma-hoy-a, Ma-chubba, 0-chin-chi-
pona, E-la-no-au-chi, Auo-no-ka, Rachel Davis, Nancy Moore, 'rick-ba-pa-
lubb:l, 1-ya-na, I-imron.-tnbba, Tn-nish-pa, Par-sish-to-nia, Ho-litta-no-ma, 
John T. Hammonds: William Thompson, and a number of others which 
this deponent cannot now name, all of which were Choctaw heads of 
families ; and this deponent further states, he acted as interpreter to the 
locating agent, Col. Martin, and that previous to the land sales in the faU of 
1833, he saw and examined a book in the possession of the locating agent, 
which said agent informed him he had received from Col. 'Vard, the resi-
dent agent, as the register of the names of all the Choctaw cjtizens who 
had given in their names to be registered for the benefits of said treaty, 
which last mentioned book appeared to contain about two quires of paper 
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sewed together without any cover, and which this deponent verily bel' 
is a different book entirely from the one in which his name was registered 
at the office of said Ward as aforesaid. 
Interrogatory 1st. Please state what you know as to the habits of CoL 
Ward and his sub or assistant agent? 
Answer. I cannot say of my own knowledge much about the habits of 
Col. W. Ward, but I have always been under the impression from iHforma• 
tion, he was a very intemperate man ; and further, I was very well acquaint. 
ed with his brother Stephen Ward, the sub-agent, and know he was an 
exceedingly intemperate man, subject to excesses of intemperance by the 
too great us~ of ardent spirits, unfitting him _for any kind of business; and 
I believe said Stephen Ward had much, 1f not the greater part of the 
business of the registering of the citizens, or what is called the five year 
claims under the treaty. 
2d. State the object of your visit to the resident agent, and all you 
know about the matter, and particularly what transpired while you were at 
the agency? 
Answer. William Thompson and myself arrived at the agent's (Col. 
Ward's) about two or three o'clock on the 2d July, 1831, and were there 
some five or six hours ; finding Col. W. Ward was not there, we applied 
to the sub-agent, Stephen Ward, to register our names us citizens to stay 
the five years, and receive the benefits of the 14th article of said treaty. I 
found, on examination of the aforesaid book, that my name had been re· 
gistered by Mr. G. E. Nelson, and I then applied to the agent for his certi-
ficate to the fact; that my name, the number of my children, and their 
ages, were actually placed on said book which he gave me, and I have pre. 
vious to this placed the same in the hands of the locating agent for the 
purpose of having my land secured to me, agreeable to the provision of the 
said 14th article of the treaty aforesaid; and after the agent C\Yard) had 
O'iven me my certificate, I inquired of him who had registered the names 
~f the above named Indians, and he informed me it was Mr. Garrett :E. 
Nelson; and further said, thu.t the said Garrett E. Nelson had applied as 
the agent of about one hundre~ and fifty Indians, heads of families, and 
had their names registered as cn\zens under the 14th article of said treaty, 
the names of Mr. Thompson and. myself being included in the number. 
The said Stephen Ward seemed to discourage us from registering our 
names under the 14th article, by stating if our wives went awav we could 
not be benefitted, and that he was instructed to reject the names of white 
men who had Choctaw families, as the Un\ted States would not let them 
have land, as they would not be considered Choctaw heads of families: and 
in consequence Mr. Thompson who had a certificate granted him, deter· 
mined to go west, as he had been tol? he could n~ hold land, and on find. 
ing that his uame was ~ot on the register handed oyer by <;Jol. Ward_ to the 
locating agent; that smd Thompson. always ?ons1der~d himself entitled to 
land, having done all the treaty reqmred of him, and went west much de. 
ceived and disappointed ; and on further conversation with the agent he 
stated, that there were a great many persons not Indians whose names were 
registered under the 14.th article: (and the truth of which this deponent 
then saw;) but he the agent further stated, he knew the Indians had much 
better go west of the Mississippi, for they never could stand the laws of 
the whites, and under this impression l1e had registered their names merely 
to satisfy their minds and keep them from pestering him any more. 
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3d. State what yon know concerning your people, and any thing con-
cerning yourself, ·which you may think proper to state? 
Answer. I am a half breed Indian, bred up in the nation; we have no 
way of communication except by hearsay; I have always understood that 
the :.Yioglnshes, the Six Towns, and many of the Sou-chi-na-chee Indians, 
as well as the Cobb and Pickens Indians had stayed, and I know myself of 
my own knowledge, many of the Indians whom I have put down and 
named above by name have none of them got land, unless it should be 
allowed them by the Government' hereafter, or by the confirmation of the 
late locations. 
4th. Are there any of your former neighbors now remaining, who 
have not emigrated, and what are the circumstances attendmg, and what 
the object of their stay? 
Answer There are a number of my immediate acquaintances, re-
lations and friends, who had their names registered under the five year 
citizen clause of the treaty, and who are now -somewhere, not a great way 
'()ff, m a strolling condition: the most of them. Their lands which they 
iived on, and expected to own, having been sold by the Government of the 
United States, leaving them no spot on which to rest the sole of their foot, 
which they could call their own, and they complain much of snch treat-
ment by their white brethren, and contend it is not what the treaty promised 
them. It is my beli ef that there cannot be less than forty to fifty heads 
of families, of my frj ends and acquaintances, now in this condition, who 
were my former neighbors, and not one of the individuals herein named, 
and who were registered by ~IV ard in the aforesaid book, have ever received 
the b:;nefits of the 14th article of the treaty~ nor were their name£ on the 
book which I saw in the hands of the locating agent, and which he said he 
hn.d procured from Col. vVard, as the five years' register of Choctaw heads 
of families. And l further know that many of the individuals above alluded 
to, are completely destitnte, and depend 1apon game and charity for their 
support. And further this deponent saith not. 
JAMES OXBERRY. 
Sworn and subscribed to before me, this 25th February, 1836. 
R. L. vV ALTON, Clerk. 
,\Vitness my hand and private seal of my office, this 25th February, 1836. 
R. L. WALTON, Clerk, [SEAL.] 
1 hereby certify, that I have been intimately acquainted with Jam~s 
·Oxberry seven or eight years, and it affords me a pleasure t~ say, he 1s 
a peaceful and good citiz2n, and I believe him honest, and h1s word on 
oath to be entitled to full credit and belief. 
JOHN T. HAMMO~DS. 
February 22, 1836. 
I hereby certify, that I have been acquainted with James Oxberry three 
or fonr years, and it afford;; me a pleasure to say, he is a peacefu_l and g~od 
citizen, and I believe him honest, and his word on oath to be entitled to full 
credit and belief. 
WM. RAKEY. 
February 22, 1836. 
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I have been acquainted with James Oxb'!rry one or two years, and con· 
• cur with the above certificates. 
GEO. C. VvARD. 
February 22, 1836. 
"\Ve certify, that we have for about a year past, been acquainted with 
John T. Hammond and James Oxberry, who have, during that time, 
resided in the neighborhood of this place; and we have no hesitation in 
saying that we consider them highly credible and intelligent men, and 
worthy of all confidence. 
Clwcchuma, November 27, 1834. 
[N-:No. 7. 
R. H. S'I'ERLING. 
SAl\!lUEL G\VIN. 
DEMOPOLis, ALA. ]{ovember 15, 1 S34. 
SIR: I have met here, Mr. vVilliams, the bearer of this letter, who was 
, jn pursuit of me, in order to obtain my testimony of the fact of Imponah, 
alias Billy, and Cunneubbee, two Choct[tWS residing on Fact-ory creek, 
havi1~g applied ill due time to Col. Wm. VVrtrd, ]ate United States Choctaw 
ngent, to be registered for citizenship, in conformity to the treaty of 
Dancing Rabbit creek, the former having one child over ten years of age, 
and the latter two children under ten years of nge. 
I well recollect of interesting myself for the Indians residing in the nsigh-
l)orhood of the Factory, who desired to become citizens, and of going with 
them to the agent's room when at the Factory; and see]ng that he took 
dOWll their nanies, and described their families for registration, liS the rarties 
called upon me for that purpose, and I eo verily believe the nbove nGmed 
Indians ·were of the number ; and that they, with others, who I am told 
are not found on the register in your hands, did what was required of them 
to entitle them to the lands occupied by them. 
I have, some two weeks ago, addressed the Hon. Secretary of 'y nr on 
the subject of the omission of the agent mentioned to record upon his books 
the applications for citizenship of many families, made to him at the Fac· 
tory, and full minutes of the fame, made by him for that purpose in my 
presence, requesting an order from him on the proper authority -.:o reserve 
from sale the lands claimed until the parties could produce proof of their 
applications in due time. Rut as there mav not be time to receive such 
nn order at the land offices before the public sales next month, I \,~onld res-
pectfully suggest to you, whether under the circumstances, it wonid not l.e 
yottr duty to cause to be reserved from sale all the lands claimE:d by the parties 
mentioned, including aH those named in my tetter to the Ron. Secre•ary, a 
copy of which lVIojor Whitsell will lay before you. It is beyond doubt that 
the parties are entitled to their lands, and that justice would be snbservcd 
by the course suggested, and the Government saved much trouble. 
I arn, &c. 
G EO. S. GAINES. 
GEO. w. MARTIN, 
Locating Agent, Choctaw Claims. 
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Mr. <?aine~, I expect, is well known as a respectable and intelligent man; 
I concmve him such, from formation ; with Mr. Williams, the other wit-
ness, l am unacquainted 
0. 
GEO. W. lVlARTIN. 
·Locating Agent. 
To Doctor John J. Dillard, of Sumter county, Alabama, greeting : 
Reposing trust and confidence in you, I do, by these presents, appoint 
you a Commissioner to take testimony and depositions in writing, touching 
the validity of the claims of Hotah Eye-a-tnbbee, His-tubbee, Ona-ham-
bee, Ano-kac-tu-tubbee, La-lo-mah, Jan-in-tubbee, Noah-timah, Anolah, 
Ispia, 'revara-a-tucha, No-wa-ho-nah, and Little Leader, under the 14th 
article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit creek, and touching any frauds 
which the said Choctaws may have practised, or attempted to practise, on 
the Government, or which other persons may have practised, or attempted 
to practise, in their, or either of their names. For this purpose, yon will 
attend at the house of Opia-stittina, (otherwise called Little Leader,) in 
Kemper county, Mississippi, on JYionday the 14th day of December next, 
and there remain, from day to day, for the space of two weeks, unless 
your business is sooner concluded. 
Before you enter upon the discharge of your dnty, you will make and 
sig-n an affidavit before some person authorized to administer an oath: 
'·That you are not in any manner interested, for or against the claims of 
~mid Indians, or the claims of other persons who claim adversely to said 
Indians, or either of them, or interested in the claims which have been 
purchased of said Indians, or either of them." You must procure the at- · 
teudance of some justjce of the peace, or other officer authorized by law to 
administm· oaths; and all testimony and depositions, taken before you, 
must be taken under 0ath. 
'1,he opposite parties, or their attorneys, to this contest, will serve each 
other, or their attorneys, with a list of the names of each of their witnesses 
respectively, before or by the 27th day of this instant; and the testimony 
of no witness shall be taken by yon, unless his name appears on such list 
so served or acknowledged; and for all such witnesses so ratifi.t:!d to the 
opposite parties respeeti vely, you shall issue snbpamas on application of 
either party. You will take the depositions of Choctaw Indians as well 
;~s white persons. The testimony and depositions so taken by you, to-
gether with this co1t1mission, you will seal up and send to me by a special 
messenger to Chocchtima, Mississippi. Two other persons are appointed 
besides yourself; any two of you may act, and in case only one of you 
shall attend, that one may appoint another to act with the one in attendance. , 
Christopher C. Scott is the attorney for the Choctaws, and Messrs. Acee 
, nd Grant, for vVm. H. Capers .and others, who complain against the In-
diatl claims. 
In testimony I have to these presents set my hand and seal, this 4th 
day of November, 1835. · 
GEO. W. MARTIN. [L. s.] 
L. Agent. · 
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P. 
William H. Capers and Others, vs. Hotah, Eye-a-tub-ba, Ki-u-.,uu-LJ .... , 
Ona-ham-ba, Ahoch-ack-tubbee, La-la-mah, .lan-im-tubba, Nonh-
Ano-·lah, Ishpia, Tevara-a-tu-ha, Nowah-honah-ana, Little Leader, 
taw Indians. 
This is to certify that, in punmance of a commission to us directed from 
George W. Martin, locating agent of the United States for the Choctaw 
nation of Indians, dated on th.e 4th day of November, 1835, appointing us, 
the undersigned, commissioners to take testimony and deposition in writing, 
touching the validity of the claims of the above named Indians, and any 
frauds which the said Indians may have practised, or attempted to practise, 
-on the Government, or which other persons may have practised, or at-
tempted to practise in their, or either of their names : we did attend 
the house of the Little Leader, in the county of Kemper, in the State 
Mississippi, on the 14th day of December, 1835, and then and there re-
mained until the 15th December, 1835, when vVilliam H. Capers and other I 
by their nttorney, Pryor M. Grant, duly appeared, and the said Indians, by 
.their attorney, C. C. Scott, and Murphy and Wilson, before the undersigned 
~commissioners, and then and there the question arose, which party should 
first introduce testimony; upon which the undersigned commissioners did 
then and there determine and decide that, in their opinion, the said Wil-
liam H. Capers and others should first introduce testimony against the 
:claims of the Indians, and the counsel of the Chocta'v Indians then and 
there made known, and proclaimed to the undersigned commissioners, that 
all the Indians aforesaid were ready, with their witnesses, to go to trial, if 
'Villiam H. Capers and others should make out a case, or introduce testi-
mony against them, or either of them. And the said William H. Capers 
and others, and no other person or persons for them; and no other person 
or persons whomsoever, making any proof against the said Indian claims, 
and no testin1ony being introduced, on account of the decision, as the at-
torney alleged for Capers et alias, the undersigned commissioners then 
;and there adjourned sine die. 
Done and signed by us, at the house of the Little Leade ·, in the county 
of Kemper, in the State of Mississippi, on this the 15th of December, A. D. 
1835, as witness our hands and seals. 
J. A. MARSHALL, 
JOHN J. DILLARD, 
B. F. BTJ LLOCK, 
[ L. s.] 
[ L. s.] 
[r.,. s.J 
